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CORRECTIONS
p.8, 4th line from bottom: replace ‘a upbend’ with ‘an upbend’.
p.13, 2nd paragraph, 1st line: replace ‘The subjects’ with ‘The nuclei which are the subject’. 
p.15, table 2.1: The Q-values 9.52, 10.15, 9.23, 8.49 and 7.80 MeV from [Wa77] should be replaced with 
the more recent values of 9.84, 10.50, 10.32, 8.55 and 6.85 MeV respectively, from Audi and Wapstra, 
Nucl. Phys. A565 (1993) 1.
p.18, section 2.5.2, 3rd paragraph, last sentence: The sentence should read ‘This signal was used to 
inhibit the ADCs (and TDCs) when the beam was on.’
p.27, figures 3.5 and 3.6: The labels on the ordinate axes for the ZPACE calculations should be inter­
changed.
p.40, table 4.2: The multipolarity for the 496.8 keV transition should read ‘E2+E0’ instead of ‘E2+(E0)\ 
p.41, figure 4.5: caption should read ‘. .. as a function of arctan 6 . . .  ’ instead of ' . . .  as a function of tan 
6 . . . ’. The same applies to figures 4.8 (p.47) and 4.12 (p.55).
p.45, table 4.3, and p.53, table 4.5: The number of significant figures quoted for A2 /A 0  and A4/A0 
should be changed, in accordance with the table below:
E7 (keV )
Thble 4.3 
A2/A 0 A2/A0 E7 (keV)
Table 4.5 
A2/A0 A2/A0
264.7 0.07 (3) 0.00 (3) 257.5 0.10 (4) -0 .02 (2)
344.8 0.29 (6) 0.82 (7) 324.7 0.45 (6) 0.84 (6)
701.2 -0 .25 (19) -0 .14 (22) 524.1 -0.02 (4) 0.24 (5)
787.7 -0 .13 (6) -0 .02 (6) 809.4 -0.19 (6) -0 .15 (7)
997.1 0.21 (23) 0.57 (26) 1033.9 -0.09 (9) 0.20 (10)
1027.1 -0 .14 (9) 0.32 (10)
1085.2 0.12 (15) 0.15 (17)
1156.6 0.0 (3) -0 .3 (4)
p.50, 2nd paragraph, 8th line: replace ‘from this level to the 2^ state is seen at 667.8 keV’ with ‘from
this level is seen to the 2% state at 667.8 keV’.
p.64, 2nd paragraph, 3rd line: replace ‘suggests’ with ‘suggest’.
p.77, 5th line from bottom: replace ‘indicate’ with ‘indicates’.
p.109, 2nd paragraph, line 4: replace ‘yrare’ with ‘yrast’; line 5: replace ‘are to classified’ with ‘are to 
be classified’.
p.110, last line: omit the duplication of ‘some path’.
p. l l l ,  equation 6.2: in the upper line, replace h.4 with hg; and should be defined to make V(£)
continuous, i.e. + td + 19-
p.118, section 6.2.3, 1st line: replace ‘Sxp1 with ‘SV’.
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p.127, 2nd paragraph, 1st line: replace ‘shall’ with ‘will’.
p.131, last paragraph, 3rd line: replace ‘of an another’ with ‘of another’.
CLARIFICATIONS
Chapter 3, section 3.1.3: There is no discussion on how the background was subtracted from the coin­
cidence spectra; the following is a brief description of the procedure that was used for each coincidence 
matrix:
Background spectra were cut from a matrix at all channels that were designated to be at the level of the 
background. These spectra were added together to form a total background spectrum. After appropriate 
scaling, this background spectrum was then subtracted from each coincidence spectrum.
p.35, 1st paragraph: It is stated that intensities were estimated from the total 77  spectrum, rather 
than a singles spectrum. Unfortunately, no 7-ray singles spectra were acquired during the CAESAR 
experiments on 172Os, as is shown in table 3.1.
Chapter 4, sections 4.2.1 and 4.2.2: The spins of some levels discussed are assigned on the basis of 
angular correlation results, without showing how other possible spins are excluded. The goodness of 
fit for all initial spins is shown below in table 1, where boxed figures correspond to the assigned initial 
spins. It can be seen that all other initial spins can be effectively rejected.
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the microscopic potential energy surfaces was my own effort.
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A bstract
The low-spin structure of 1720s, 176Pt, 178Pt, 180Pt and 182Pt has been studied using 
7-ray and electron spectroscopy. States were populated with /3+/EC decay from parent 
Ir and Au isotopes, themselves created with (HI,xn) reactions on Sm targets. Many 
new states at low excitation energies have been discovered, including an excited 0+ 
state in 1720s.
The energies of these states are reproduced using an empirical model of three ro­
tational bands, two having K  — 0 and one having K  = 2, with spin-independent 
interactions. From the moments of inertia extracted from this model, the unmixed 
K  — 0 bandhead states are inferred to have significantly different deformation. The 
K  = 2 band is interpreted as a vibrational excitation. The model cannot consistently 
reproduce the observed branching ratios or X( E0/ E2)  values and it is suggested that 
such problems may be due to perturbations of the wave functions by an additional 
vibrational band, as has been observed in 184Pt. Nevertheless, the moments of iner­
tia, excitation energies and interactions obtained from the model vary smoothly with 
both N  and Z , with the difference in the moment of inertia between the K  = 0 bands 
increasing with falling neutron number. Also, the variation of the difference in the 
bandhead energies of the K  = 0 bands with N  is in qualitative agreement with the 
prediction of a minimum value at the midshell for an intruder pair excitation, although 
the minimum occurs at N  = 100 in the Os isotopes.
A simple one-dimensional collective potential modelling shape coexistence is used 
to examine the relationship between the difference in deformation of the K  — 0 bands 
and the strength of their interaction. It is found that the interaction depends upon 
the deformation difference and not the relative potential energies of the coexisting 
wells, lending support to the validity of spin-independent interaction used in the band­
mixing models. Also, the bandhead energy differences of the K  = 0 bands in the light 
Pt isotopes compare well with those obtained from microscopic calculations.
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1.1 Shape co ex isten ce
The shape of the atomic nucleus is a topic central to nuclear physics. Nuclear deforma­
tion was introduced as a dynamic feature in the first attempts to understand fission, 
and it was later recognised that static nuclear deformations were also possible for cer­
tain nuclei. Many collective and microscopic models employ the concept of nuclear 
shape in some form, and it can provide an essential link between such approaches.
The phenomenon known as shape coexistence is particularly interesting. It can be 
defined, somewhat loosely, as the localization of the wave functions of states of a single 
nucleus at significantly different deformation coordinates, and is often attributed to 
the existence of multiple minima in the potential energy surface of deformation. Shape 
coexistence is well known in a number of regions on the table of isotopes, including 
the light Hg isotopes (for reviews see [He83, Ha85, Wo92]), the discussion of which is a 
relevant introduction to the topics of this thesis.
1.1.1 Shape coexistence in light Hg isotopes
The coexistence of prolate (7 = 0°) and weakly oblate (7 = 60°) states has been 
established in the light Hg isotopes (see, for example, [Wo92] for a review and refer­
ences). Low-lying levels of 184.186.188Hg (figure 1.1) form rotational bands built on these 
states, where the excited bands have moments of inertia different to those of the ground 
state bands, implying that the shapes have different deformations ß 2. The energy of 
the more-deformed excited band falls with the increasing number of valence neutrons, 
reaching a minimum near the neutron mid-shell at IV = 104 (figure 1.2).
A microscopic interpretation of the structure of these bands is that the excited 
bands are associated with the promotion of a pair of protons into an intruder orbital 
[W08I, Wo82, Be87]. In the Nilsson diagram given in figure 1.3 it can be seen that 
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Figure 1.1: Coexistence of spherical and deformed bands in 184-188>188jjg. A significant difference 
between the moments of inertia of the two bands is evident from the energy spacings. Data from 
[Ha75, Co76].
deformations. The energy of such states is expected to minimize near the middle of the 
neutron shell [Wo81, Wo82], due to an attractive residual proton-neutron force which 
depends on both of the number of valence protons and the number of valence neutrons 
[Sh53, Fe79], and this behaviour is observed for the more-deformed states in the Hg 
isotopes.
In the even Hg isotopes therefore, the simplest explanation of the more-deformed 
states is that they comprise of four-hole -  two-particle states, relative to the closed 
proton shell (the less-deformed ground states are two-hole states), with a proton pair 
being excited from the d3/2 orbital to the intruder /i9/2 orbital. Of course, pairing 
effects will make the true wave functions more complicated than this basic picture, as 
discussed in [Be89, Na93, Dr94].
1.1.2 E v id en ce  for sh ap e co ex isten ce  in P t iso top es
Platinum, with Z = 78, is four protons short of the closed shell at Z  = 82 and thus 
it might be expected that intruder excitations would be less competitive than those 
in mercury, as the single-particle excitation energy of hg/2 particles may be greater. 
That this might not be the case was suggested by Wood [Wo81], where he proposed 
that the increased number of valence protons, and hence the increased total residual 
proton-neutron interaction, led to a lowering of the intruder states in these nuclei. This 
conjecture was based on an examination of the behaviour of the moment of inertia at 
low spin of neighbouring even-even nuclei, and a brief summary of this argument will
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Figure 1.2: Observed energies of the shape coexisting prolate states in the even-A Hg nuclei. In 
1 8 0 ,1 8 2  jjg the excited 0+ states have not been observed and the points are the result of parameterizing 
the I  =  6-14 yrast states with a rotational formula Eo +  AI( I  +  1) +  B I 7(I  +  l ) 2, and extrapolating 
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Figure 1.4: Yrast states in N = 106 isotones and the Of, Of, 2 f , 4 f, 6+ and 8+ states in uaHg. 
The rotational parameter h3 /2 0  =  {Ej  -  Äj_a)/(4J -  2) is shown in parentheses between the levels. 
Energies are shown relative to the 8  ^ states. From [Wo81].
be given below.
Figure 1.4 shows the yrast states and corresponding rotational parameters h2/25s 
for a number of N  = 106 isotones. An anomalously high value is observed between the 
2t and Of levels in 184Pt, which Wood interpreted as being caused by the Of state at 
493 keV mixing with and depressing the ground state [Wo81]. That the higher states 
are not similarly affected implies a difference in the rotational spacing of bands built on 
the Of and Of states, and hence a deformation difference between the intrinsic states.
While the evidence for shape coexistence given above is circumstantial, the sys- 
tematics for even Pt isotopes between A = 176 and A = 186 provide another clue. 
Figure 1.5 show the (assumed) weakly-deformed and strongly-deformed states in the 
Pt isotopes, and the bandhead energy of the strongly deformed states again minimizes 
near the neutron mid-shell (at 183Pt), as in the Hg isotopes. When considering fig­
ure 1.5, however, it should be noted that it is distorted due to the effects of mixing 
(particularly in the regions of crossing, A «  176,178 and A «  186,188). Such effects 
were included in band-mixing calculations made by Dracoulis et al. [Dr86] for the light 
Pt isotopes, where the yrast states were used as input. The calculations yielded band- 
head energies and moments of inertia for the two crossing bands. They will be discussed 






Figure 1.5: Energy system atics of yrast and yrare states in P t nuclei, from [Wo92].
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Figure 1.6: Total aligned angular m omentum I m = 7 — 1/2 against rotational frequency Ku =  
( E i  —  E i - 7 ) / 2 for the yrast bands in 172Os and, for com parison, 174Os. The inset shows the difference 
between successive 7-ray energies in 172 Os and 174 Os. The arrows indicate the position of suggested 
band crossings in 1720 s . From [Du82].
1.1 .3  E vid en ce for shape co ex isten ce  in Os iso top es
The osmium isotopes have Z = 76, six protons less than the closed shell value. In 
[W08I], and as shown in figure 1.4, the inertial parameter calculated between the 2+ 
and 0* in 182Os was not considered to be anomalously high, in contrast to the same 
quantity in 184Pt. On this basis, the deformed intruder states were not expected to be 
important in the Os nuclei.
When the yrast states in 1720s were determined by Durell et al. [Du82], an anomaly 
in the moment of inertia was noted to occur at low spin, evidence for which is shown 
in figure 1.6. The discontinuity at around spin 16ft was explained [Du82, We87] by the 
crossing of the ground state band by an s-band (i.e. the alignment of a ii3/a quasi- 
neutron pair [Be79]), as occurs in other Os isotopes [Fa78, Dr80]; but the effect seen 
near spin 8, corresponding to the upbend in the alignment at hu «  0.24 MeV, did not 
correspond to a well known phenomenon. It was suggested [Du82] that it could be due 
to a band crossing with more deformed states, in analogy with the shape coexistence 
effects in Hg and Pt.
A phenomenological model based on the idea that the yrast states in 172Os could 
be explained by the crossing of rotational bands was given in [Dr88]. The three bands 
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Figure 1.7: Total aligned angular momentum Im for l730s. The crosses are experimental points, 
while the line joins points calculated using a band-mixing model [Dr88].
aligned angular momentum. This model is discussed in chapter 5 and figure 1.7 shows 
the impressive agreement with the experimental alignment curve that was attained. 
The results of this analysis supported the hypothesis of a more-deformed band crossing 
the ground state band at low spin.
Various other proposals have been forwarded concerning the nature of the low-spin 
anomaly in 1720s, most of which have invoked different types of crossing bands. Wells 
et al. [We87] initially suggested that an hg/2 proton alignment could contribute to 
the observed effect; however they noted this was unlikely as such a crossing was not 
predicted to occur at a low frequency. In a subsequent publication, Wells et al. [We89] 
suggested a complex mechanism involving the almost simultaneous occurrence of the 
AB  and BCAD  quasi-neutron crossings at the upbend/backbend frequency, but did 
not show in detail how this could reproduce the data.
In his PhD thesis, Bark [Ba90b] considered this mechanism, along with others. Al­
though neutron alignment could qualitatively explain the upbend in 1720s and neigh­
bouring Os nuclei if dynamic changes to deformation and pairing occurred, these expla­
nations faced difficulties in explaining alignment differences in the | +[402] and |  [514] 
bands of 171,173Re. In particular, upbend similar to that observed in 1720s is seen in 
the |  + [402] bands but not the |  [514] bands [Ba89, Ba89b, Ba90b, Ba91]. This may 
be consistent with the shape coexistence hypothesis [Ba90b].
The yrast states of the light Os isotopes have also been calculated using the Inter-
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acting Boson Approximation plus fermion pair model [Hs88, Ch93]. In these works, the 
basis states selected consist of bosons only, bosons plus a pair of j  — 9/2 particles and 
bosons plus a pair of j  = 13/2 particles. The single particle energies, boson-particle 
coupling parameters and boson parameters are all determined by fitting to the exper­
imental data. The phenomenological nature of these calculations, and the choice of 
three (rather arbitrary) types of basis state, make these calculations conceptually sim­
ilar to the three mixed bands in [Dr88], although they do not reproduce the alignment 
curves as accurately.
Recent results, obtained concurrently with this work, on the low-spin structure of 
the heavier even isotopes 174 184Os [Ki93] have extended the shape coexistence hypoth­
esis to include these nuclei, although the effects are less obvious in these cases. The 
observation of excited 0+ states and bands built upon these states, in conjunction with 
a detailed analysis of these using a band-mixing model, have shown a convincing pat­
tern across the nuclei studied that is supportive of two bands with different moments 
of inertia being present at low spin. Bands with similar moments of inertia also occur 
in neighbouring odd-proton nuclei rhenium [Ba89, Ba91] and iridium [Dr91, Dr93].
1.2 An overview of this thesis
This thesis will continue to examine the shape coexistence hypothesis in 172Os and 
the even-even nuclei 176-182Pt. The band-mixing models mentioned in the sections 
above predict low-lying non-yrast states in these nuclei. For 172Os and 176.178p t in 
particular, the information available about such non-yrast states was very limited. 
The first chapters of this work will describe experiments performed with the aim of 
studying such states. In chapter 2, the means by which low-lying non-yrast states can 
be populated will be discussed. The detector systems and data analysis methods will 
be examined in chapter 3, while results of the experiments will be given in chapter 4.
Chapter 5 details how phenomenological band-mixing models were used to interpret 
these results, and to what extent the models support the hypothesis of shape coexis­
tence. In chapter 6, the relationship of the band-mixing models to a simple collective 
potential model will be studied, giving insight into how the shape coexisting states in 
the band-mixing models may be related to collective model states. Some published 
microscopic calculations of potential energy surfaces for the light Pt isotopes will be 
examined and compared to the results from the band mixing analyses in chapter 7.
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C hapter 2
D ecay into low -lying sta tes
As discussed in chapter 1, the shapes of nuclei at low excitation energies can be deter­
mined from the properties of the low-lying states. These states can be classified as yrast 
(the state of lowest energy for a given spin), yrare (although often taken to mean ‘near- 
yrast states’ throughout this work the term ‘yrare’ will be taken to apply to only the 
next lowest states) and others1. In this chapter the implications of shape coexistence 
for the low-spin levels will be considered, and the advantage of knowing properties of 
non-yrast states will be pointed out. The extent to which non-yrast states are known in 
172Os and the light Pt isotopes will be shown, and the methods by which experimental 
studies can populate such levels in these nuclei will be discussed, along with details of 
the experiments performed.
2.1 Shape co ex isten ce  and non-yrast s ta te s
The occurrence of shape coexistence in a nucleus implies the existence of an intrinsic 
state with a shape different to that of the ground state. In this work, the coexisting 
states of interest are those which have a reasonably low excitation energy and are not 
associated with quasi-particle alignment (i.e. they occur below the pair gap energy). 
In any particular case, rotational states may occur based on both the ground state and 
the coexisting state, with energy spacings determined by the respective moments of 
inertia. This is shown diagramatically in figure 2.1.
Low-spin yrast states can provide information on the ground state deformation 
through determination of their multipole moments and the moment of inertia. If higher 
spin states are considered, a band crossing may occur if the the coexisting state is more 
deformed than the ground state, and the properties of the yrast states will then reflect 
the larger deformation. Of course, such interpretations may be obscured by mixing 
between states of the same spin and parity.
1The general term s In will be used to refer to the n ,h state of spin I  in order of increasing energy; 
















Figure 2.1. Schematic picture of the energies of states in shape coexisting bands in a nucleus, where 
the intrinsic state upon which band A is based is less deformed than the intrinsic state upon which 
band B is based.
A more complete picture emerges if the non-yrast states are also identified. As 
an example, see figure 1.1 where yrast and yrare states in light Hg nuclei are shown 
and grouped into coexisting bands. The different deformations are evident from the 
variation in the band spacings. If only the yrast states were shown, the evidence for 
shape coexistence would be much less clear.
2.2 Non-yrast states in 172Os and light P t nuclei
The band-mixing results for 1720 s  [Dr88, Ba90, Ba91] and the light even Pt isotopes 
i8 2 pt [Dr86] allow predictions to be made for the energies of non-yrast states in 
these nuclei. The band-mixing model will be covered in detail in chapter 5, but fig­
ure 2.2 shows the non-yrast states predicted below 1.5 MeV and associated with shape 
coexistence.
The previously known even (and unknown) parity states below 1.5 MeV in the 
nuclei of interest are also shown in figure 2.2. While many low-spin states in 182Pt were 
discovered by Husson et al. [Hu76], and a recent study by de Voigt et al. [Vo90] revealed 
states in 180Pt, the low-lying non-yrast states of 176>178pt and 172Os were virtually 
unknown apart from Oj states in 176Pt [Wa93] and 178Pt [Ha79].
The goal of the present experiments was to expand the known level schemes, espe­
cially for 1720s and 176,178Pt. The results will be given in chapter 4 and discussed with
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Figure 2 .2: Yrast and non-yra8t states known in 172Os and light Pt nuclei below 1.5 MeV with 
even spin and parity (filled symbols). Symbols in parentheses represent states with a tentative spin 
assignment. Data for 1720s is from [Ba90], for 179Pt and 178Pt from [Ha79, Dr86, Ce90, Wa93], for 
i»°pt from [Vo90], and for 182Pt from [Hu76]. Open symbols connected with lines are the predictions 
of the band-mixing models (see text).
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SPIN (ft)
Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of the spin and energy distribution of the residual nucleus, formed 
after the evaporation of one to five neutrons from a highly excited compound nucleus with A «  180 and 
Z ss 79. Below the entry line, the nucleus is bound with respect to particle emission. From [Ba90b].
reference to the band-mixing models in chapter 5.
2.3 Experim ental population o f non-yrast states
In this section the techniques used for the production of the nuclei to be studied are 
discussed. As the nuclei are far from stability, production yields tend to be low and 
special efforts must be made to maximise them.
2.3 .1  L im itation s of h eavy  ion reaction s in n on -yrast s ta te  population
The subjects of this study are far from stability and, in general, the only viable method 
of creating very neutron deficient nuclei for study is by heavy ion reactions (for reviews 
see [Ne74, Di80]). For suitable reactions, the fusion of beam and target nuclei generally 
creates a compound nucleus that is excited to the order of 60 MeV. This compound 
nucleus then decays by particle emission, each particle taking about 10 MeV and 1 — 2h 
from the system, until the resulting nuclear system becomes bound or nearly bound. 
An example of this process is shown in figure 2.3, with bound states occurring below 
the line marked ‘entry line’.
After becoming bound, the nucleus decays by emitting 7 -rays. For states some MeV 
above the yrast line, E l transitions of 1 — 2 MeV predominate (‘statistical’ transitions).
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As the residual nuclei that are being considered are deformed, states closer to the yrast 
line may decay by rotational de-excitation with the emission of stretched E2 transitions.
The states of interest to this study are located in a region below ~  12h and under 
~  1.5 MeV in figure 2.3. From the above discussion and using the example in fig­
ure 2.3, such states are mainly populated either by rotational transitions after three- 
or four-particle decay, or by statistical transitions directly following five-particle decay. 
However, the former process only populates states in rotational bands that are close to 
the yrast line at higher spin. This selectivity is undesirable, as many of the non-yrast 
states in the region of interest may not satisfy this condition.
The latter mechanism, statistical decay, requires that five particles be emitted from 
the compound nucleus, which has a very low probability relative to the other channels. 
It can be remarked that if a higher beam energy is employed, increasing the five-particle 
decay cross-section, the channel is no longer close to the low-spin low-energy region. 
Channels that do directly (via statistical decay) populate the region of interest are 
always very weak.
2.3.2 P op ulation  by radioactive decay
Radioactive decay is an alternative means of low-spin state population. Some non- 
yrast states in 176>178Pt have been identified by Hagberg et al. [Ha79] using a-decay 
of mercury isotopes, created by spallation reactions with high energy protons. The 
only non-yrast states observed had zero spin, as these are populated preferentially by 
a-decay from even-even nuclei.
The population of ‘intermediate’ spin states can be accomplished using /5-decay. 
The change in angular momentum between initial and final states in /5-decay is small 
(typically 1 ft), but as the parents of even-even nuclei are odd-odd, the beta-decaying 
states have I  > 0 and states above the ground state may result in the daughter. In 
addition, in the region with which this study is concerned, /5-decaying isomers with 
even higher spin exist in the odd-odd parents (see section 4.3).
In the experiments described here, the nuclei studied decay via ß + (positron) emis­
sion or electron capture. No distinction will be made between these processes and both 
will be referred to as ‘/5-decay’.
2.4 Production of parent isotopes
The reactions chosen to produce the parent isotopes are given in table 2.1. Estimates 
of production yield were made from statistical model calculations (using a variant of 
the PACE program, ZPACE [Ga80]) and prior experience with the same or similar 
reactions.
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Table 2.1: Table of reactions used to produce parent isotopes, and their decay properties.
Reaction Energy
(MeV)




l44Sm(3IP,3n) 150 172Ir -  1730s 2 9.52
144Sm(35Cl,3n) 173 176Au -  176Pt 1 10.15
l44Sm(3rCl,3n) 170 178Au -► 178Pt 3 9.23
149Sm(35Cl,4n) 170 180Au -> 180Pt 8 8.49
l49Sm(37Cl,4n) 170 182Au -> 182Pt 22 7.80
а) Approximate values
б) From systematics, tabulated in [Wa77]. 
c) Qß+ = Qec ~ 2mec2.
One of the difficulties with producing very neutron-deficient nuclei is that proton 
evaporation may compete strongly with pure neutron emission channels. For example, 
in the reaction used to make 182 Au, the relative production o f182Au (via the 4n channel) 
is calculated to be approximately 60% larger than the production of 182Pt (via the p3n 
channel); while in the reaction used to make 176 Au the cross-section of the 3n channel is 
only 6% that of the p2n channel. In addition to this, apart from 182Au, the branching 
ratios for /3/EC-decay compared to a-decay are not known. Small branching ratios 
would reduce daughter population and hinder the study, with systematics showing 
that decay to 176Pt would be particularly difficult.
However, in previous in-beam measurements of 176Pt [Dr86] and 172Os [Du82, Ba90] 
using the same bombardments as are given in table 2.1 (and the pxn channels), de­
layed (out-of-beam) components were observed at a level of approximately 10% of the 
in-beam rate. This was interpreted as being the result of decay from the parents, pro­
duced in the xn channels. These measurements provided encouragement that the decay 
measurements, although difficult, could be successful.
2.5 Decay Spectroscopy M ethods
The number of 7-rays emitted directly from the residual nuclei of the reactions greatly 
exceeds the number occurring after /3-decay and hence a selection procedure is neces­
sary. The long lifetime of /3-decay can be used to advantage by providing periods during 
which the beam is switched off and no reactions occur, and the only 7-rays emitted are 
those occurring after radioactive decay. After an appropriate interval, the beam must
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be reapplied to the target to produce more parent nuclei to replace those which have 
decayed.
This assumes the target is at a fixed position. While it is possible to physically 
transport the target from an irradiation site to a detection area which is distant or 
shielded, the transport time must be as short as possible to minimise periods when 
the target is neither being irradiated nor in the detection area (for example, a possible 
method is detailed in [Mc69]). For these measurements specialised apparatus to move 
the targets in less than two seconds was not available and so in-situ arrangements were 
employed.
Isotope or mass separation, to allow positive identification of the parent nucleus, 
was not necessary as the yrast sequences of the daughter nuclei were known, and level 
schemes could be built primarily by using coincidences with yrast transitions. Such 
techniques also reduce already low reaction yields.
2.5.1 O ptim um  intervals
Some consideration must be given to choice of intervals to maximise the amount of data 
collected. This will be done by firstly considering the optimum ratio of irradiation time 
(with the beam on) to measurement time (with the beam off). The choice of absolute 
times will then be examined. For a complete discussion of the equations relating to the 
temporal behaviour of radioactive decay see [Ev55].
Let the total cycle time (irradiation time T* plus measurement time Tm) be T, and 
the ratio of T»/T be x. The value of x, between zero and one, which maximises the 
number of decays during the measurement time, must be found.
In the measurements, an equilibrium will be attained when the number of parent 
nuclei produced during the irradiation phase is the same as the number decaying during 
the measurement phase. Figure 2.4 is a schematic plot of the number of parent nuclei 
as a function of time at equilibrium. The time Ta is the time it would take to make 
the number of parent nuclei at time if there were initially none present, and can be 
calculated by using the equilibrium condition
PJiKl -  e-*T- T‘lr) -  (1 -  e"T*/T)] = PTi(l -  e - ,T- T‘/T)(l -  e-<1- I>T/T) (2.1)
where P is the production rate of parent nuclei by the beam and r  is their mean life. 
The left hand side of the equation represents the number of nuclei produced between 
Ti and Ta, and the right hand side represents the number decaying between Ta and T3. 
Solving equation 2.1 for Ta yields
e- T J r  _
1 _  e ( * - l ) T / r













Figure 2.4: Plot of the population of parent nuclei (thick line) as a function of time, at equilibrium 
as described in the text. Times and intervals are labelled for reference. The dotted line extending to 
To is an extrapolation of the exponential curve between Ti and Tj.
Ti / X
Figure 2.5: Average count rate from the decaying parent nucleus with mean life r , plotted as a 
function of irradiation time (which is assumed to be equal to the measurement time). The count rate 
is normalised to one at its maximum.
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This value can be substituted into the right hand side of equation 2.1, giving
(2.3)
the expression to be maximised with respect to x. Differentiating yields
(2.4)
which can be set equal to zero to find a maximum. Doing this and simplifying gives
Hence, at equilibrium, it is best to have equal irradiation and measurement times.
The average count rate as a function of the actual irradiation/measurement time 
(in units of the decay mean life) has been calculated and is shown in figure 2.5. It can 
be seen that the rate increases with progressively shorter times, although the gain is 
small for times of less than one mean life.
2.5.2 E xperim en t details
Beam switching was performed automatically in the experiments. An electrostatic 
beam chopper cut off the beam as required before injection into the 14UD accelerator. 
The controller of the chopper could be set to repeat an on/off cycle with arbitrary on 
and off times.
It was essential to avoid data collection during periods when the beam was on, in 
order to avoid collecting a large number of in-beam events. Two stages of protection 
were employed. The first prevented the generation of timing signals from the detectors 
when the chopping control system signaled that the chopper was off (i.e. the beam 
on period) with a -|-5V level (more detail will be given in chapter 3 when the detector 
systems are considered). The absence of these timing signals in turn prevented the 
ADCs and TDCs from being activated.
The second stage of protection relied on a signal that showed when voltage was 
applied to the chopping device plates. In normal operation, this is when the chopping 
is on, and the beam is being cut off. This signal was used to directly inhibit the ADCs 
(and TDCs) from being activated.
The on and off intervals were chosen to be equal with a length close to or less than 
the half life of the particular parent isotope. For the 1730s and 178Pt experiments, the 
intervals were one second long; while for the 180Pt and 182Pt measurements, the length 
of each of the intervals was four seconds.
As the measurement progresses, the activity of longer-lived nuclides later in the 
decay chain (with smaller Z ) will increase. The possibility exists that, if there are
e ( 2 * - l ) T / r 1
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Figure 2.6: Difference between total gamma-gamma coincidence spectra of short and long half-life 
decay products in a measurement for 178Pt. The 264, 300, 342 and 400 keV gamma-rays are the four 
lowest gamma-rays in the yrast sequence of 178Pt. The 511 keV line arises from the annihilation of 
positrons emitted by the parent during /3+ decay, which occurs in true coincidence with yrast 7-rays.
transitions in these nuclei that have the same energy as transitions in the nucleus of 
interest, difficulties in the analysis could arise. A number of techniques could be used to 
reduce the amount of long-lived activity, the simplest of which is to replace the target 
at intervals. In the measurements here, it was not found to be necessary to implement 
such techniques for the purpose of simplifying the analysis, although the effectiveness 
of a different procedure was demonstrated for 176Pt.
In that case, measurement intervals of 2.6 seconds were used, twice the half-life of 
176Au. During the beam off/data collection interval, the period was subdivided into two 
1.3 second blocks, and each data event tagged as to the block in which it occurred. The 
purpose of this was to allow any longer lived contaminants to be removed from spectra 
by subtracting events occurring in the later half of the measurement time from those 
occurring in the earlier half. The result of such a subtraction is shown in figure 2.6, 
and it can be seen to be effective as only transitions in 176Pt are seen.
Short - Long
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C hapter 3
D etec tio n  and  analysis m ethods
Both 7-ray and electron spectroscopy measurements were performed for most of the nu­
clei studied, with a variety of experimented methods being used. Table 3.1 summarises 
the experiments performed, and the results from the measurements will be given in the 
following chapter.
Table 3 .1: Experiments performed
Nucleus Apparatus tt,i) Type *•'<)
172 Os CAESAR 77 coincidence
SUPER-e ICC and e7 coincidence
176Pt CAESAR Singles 7, 77 coincidence
178Pt CAESAR Singles 7, 77 coincidence
SUPER-e ICC and e q  coincidence
180Pt CAESAR Singles 7, 77 coincidence
SUPER-e ICC and e7 coincidence
182 P t CAESAR Singles 7, 77 coincidence
SUPER-e ICC and e r f  coincidence
a) CAESAR: HPGe detector array.
b ) SUPER-e: Superconducting electron spectrometer.
c) ICC: internal conversion coefficient measurements.
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of the CAESAR array.
3.1 Experim ents using CAESAR
CAESAR [Dr89] is an array of six Compton-suppressed HPGe detectors mounted at 
angles of ±48°, ±97° and ±145° to the beam, as shown in figure 3.1. In these ex­
periments, only thin iron absorbers were placed between the target and the detectors, 
allowing the efficient detection of X-rays from the nuclei under study. The maximum 
7-ray energy recorded was limited to 2 MeV, and gain matching between detectors was 
carried out off-line.
The array was operated in both singles and dual coincidence modes. In the coin­
cidence mode, a pair of 7-rays was only recorded if the time interval between them 
was less than 432 ns. Time information was also recorded with each 7-ray energy, and 
allowed the off-line reconstruction of the time difference between any pair of 7-rays.
A block diagram of the essential electronics is shown in figure 3.2. Compton sup­
pression is carried out early in the system, in the section that generates timing pulses, 

























Figure 3.2: Block diagram of CAESAR electronics as used in the present experiments. Wide arrows 
represents six equivalent signals. Some (mainly diagnostic) functions are not represented.
sponding BGO shield is present within ±250 ns. The veto signal from the beam chopper 
(as mentioned in chapter 2), if present, will inhibit all timing pulses. The coincidence 
logic can be set to produce gating pulses for singles or duals.
Targets used were enriched 144Sm and 149Sm metallic foils with a thickness of ap­
proximately 2.6 mg/cm2. As the compound nuclei recoil with energies of 27 MeV in 
the Os experiments and «  34 MeV in the Pt experiments, their range in samarium is 
~  3.0 and % 3.4 mg/cm2 respectively (calculated using programs based on algorithms 
given in [Zi85]). Hence, the targets were backed with approximately 4 mg/cm2 of gold 
foil to stop the recoiling nuclei at the focus of the array.
3.1.1 Calibrations
Efficiency calibrations of the HPGe detectors were done with a 152Eu radioactive source, 
which emits many discrete 7-rays with energies from 120 keV to 1500 keV and X-rays at 
around 40 keV. The source was placed at the focus of the array and data were recorded 
in singles mode. Transition intensities were determined from the data for individual 
detectors and from the sum of the six detectors. These observed intensities were then
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normalised to the tabulated 152Eu relative transition intensities [Le78] using efficiency 
functions of the form
log(e) = a0 + o-x log(E7) + a2[log(£7)]2 + a3[log(£7)]3 + a4[log(£7)]4 (3.1)
where e is the relative efficiency and £ 7 the transition energy.
Energy calibrations adopted for the measurements were determined with the ac­
tual experimental data, through a combination of internal energy sums and previously 
published transition energies.
3.1.2 S ingles m easurem ents
Measurements of 7-ray singles were used to determine relative transition intensities 
where this was possible. In each experiment, singles spectra from each detector were 
summed to form a total singles spectrum. Peak shapes, in general gaussian with a low- 
energy tail, were carefully determined and parameterised as a function of energy and 
the total spectrum was then fitted using this shape parameterization. In cases where 
there were no overlapping lines (which could be confirmed by the 77 analysis) the 
resulting peak intensities were taken as transition intensities. Where lines did overlap, 
it was sometimes possible to use the coincidence data to obtain accurate energies for 
each of the overlapping lines, and with this, fit the singles data with a sum of peaks. 
In cases where the lines were too close for this to be successful, and when the intensity 
was too small to discriminate peaks from the singles background, coincidence spectra 
were used to determine relative transition intensities.
3.1 .3  77 coincidence analyses
Data from each of the 77 measurements were sorted into separate 4096 X 4096 channel 
matrices. Any pair of 7-rays from any detectors was included in a matrix, subject to 
the condition that the 7-rays had to occur within an interval of 170 ns of each other. 
This relatively long interval was used to ensure that the efficiency for low-energy 7-rays 
(especially X-rays) would be not be distorted due to time walk. Background-subtracted 
coincidence spectra were then generated from the matrices and examined to construct 
the level schemes.
3.1 .4  A ngular correlation  analyses
The differing angular separations between pairs of detectors in the CAESAR array 
makes it possible to extract angular correlation information from the 77 coincidence 
data. Six angular differences are available, given in table 3.2 along with the detector 
pairs for each value. The domain of cos2 9 is covered well by the values.
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Table 3.2: The six values of cos2(0) used in the angular correlation analyses, and the 
corresponding detector pairs in CAESAR at each value.
cos3(0) “) Detector pairs i,c)
0.94 (14») 1,6 (166.0°) 2,5 (165.5°) 3,4 (166.0°)
0.67 (35») 2,6 (146.0°) 3,5 (146.0°)
0.45 (48») 1,2 (48.0°) 2,3 (48.5°) 4,5 (48.0°) 5,6 (48.5°)
0.22 (62°) 1,5 (117.5°) 2,4 (117.5°)
0.12 (70°) 1,4 (69.5°)
0.01 (83°) 1,3 (96.5°) 3,6 (97.5°) 4,6 (96.5°)
а) Equivalent angle < 90°.
б) For detector numbering, see figure 3.1.
c) Actual angular separations between detectors given in parentheses.
For this analysis, six matrices were constructed from each 77 data set, each matrix 
corresponding to one of the values of cos(0) and including only combinations of detectors 
listed in a single row of table 3.2. The intensity of coincidence peaks in these matrices 
then provided the angular correlation data. In practice, only transitions directly feeding 
the 2+ states (and therefore in cascade with the intense 2+ —> 0* transitions) gave peaks 
strong enough to provide useful information.
The function that describes the angular correlations is
W{0) =  A0[l + A22P2( cos 6) + A„Pt{  cos 0)]. (3.2)
The coefficient A0 is a normalisation factor and contains no useful information in this 
context. The coefficients A**, (k =  2,4) of a particular cascade 7x — 72 (see figure 3.3) 
are related to the orientation parameters B* (of 7x) and the directional distribution 
coefficients Ak (of j 2) by
Akk = QkkBk{'li)Ak(')i) (3-3)
where
5 *(7i )
Li Io h )  -  26{-ll)Fk(Li L\ J0 / , )  + h  h )
1 + i J(7i)
and
(3.4)
M ~ h )
F„(L, L2 h h ) -  26{l2)Fk{L2 L’, I2 J.) + f»(7 ,)Fk{l'3 L'212 / , )
1 + «»(7»)
(3.5)
Values of Fk can be computed using angular momentum algebra and are tabulated in 





Figure 3.3: Cascade of two mixed-multipolarity (L[ = L\ + 1 and L'7 =  L2 +  1 ) 7-rayg.
detectors; for the CAESAR array these were calculated to be Q22 — 0.965(10) and 
Q44 = 0.885(30).
For the case where 7 3  is the 2+ —► 0* transition, and where multipolarity mixing 
is restricted to L = 1 and L = 2 components, A * ^ )  = Fk(2 2  0 2), hence A a  = 
Bk(71)-Fit(2 2 0 2) and depends only on I0 and £(7 1 ). With these constraints, the data 
was compared to calculated distributions with I0 = 0—4ft, and 6 (7 1 ) was varied to 
achieve ‘best fits’ in the cases of I0 = 1, 2 or 3 (for I0 = 0 or 4, 7 1  is a pure quadrupole 
and 6 (7 1 ) —► 0 0 ).
3.2 Experim ents using the SU PER -e
The electron- 7  and conversion coefficient measurements were carried out simultane­
ously using a superconducting electron spectrometer operated in LENS mode [Ki90]. 
Figure 3.4 is a schematic of the geometry. Enriched targets of 144Sm and 149Sm approx­
imately 1.3 mg/cm 2 thick were used, backed with 1.5 mg/cm 2 gold foils. The targets 
were placed at an angle to the beam, increasing their effective thickness to approxi­
mately 2.6 mg/cm 2 of Sm and 3.0 mg/cm 2 of Au. Figure 3.5 shows the recoil stopping 
distances for the Au decay experiments, while figure 3.6 is for the Ir decay experiment. 
The thickness of the Sm was chosen to achieve a good reaction cross-section, while the 
Au stopper thickness was arranged to halt most of the recoiling fusion products near to 
the rear face of the target, with a small number (less than 10%) escaping. Accordingly, 
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of the superconducting electron spectrometer (not to scale). The Ge detector 
surrounded by the Compton suppression shield (CSS) is out of the plane of the diagram with the beam 
passing below it.
electrons from decaying nuclei would pass through a minimum of target material and 
sustain a minimum amount of energy degradation. The angle of the target also allowed 
unobstructed egress of the electrons (see figure 3.4).
A Compton-suppressed Ge detector collected 7-rays in singles (ungated) mode, 
while a magnetic field resistant Ge detector placed close to the target collected 7-rays 
in coincidence with electrons detected in the Si(Li) detector. A block diagram of the 
electronics used to process the electron and 7-ray signals is shown in figure 3.7, where 
71 denotes the singles Ge detector and 72 the coincidence detector. The master gate 
was generated when a timing signal from either the electron detector or the Compton 
suppressed 7-ray detector was received. The two veto inputs were both fed from a 
signal from the beam chopper as described in chapter 2, so that ADC gating pulses 
were inhibited when the target was being bombarded.
3.2.1 M om en tu m  selec tio n  technique
Background from the backscattering of electrons out of the detector was removed by a 
momentum selection technique [Ki90], based on the baffle system within the spectrom­
eter coil passing only electrons within a limited, well defined momentum range. The 
centroid of this range was determined by the magnetic field present, hence sweeping 
the field over a wide range allows a wide range of detectable electron energies; while 
invalid events could be eliminated on an event-by-event basis using the knowledge of 
the field at the time of detection. As the field strength was recorded with each event, 
this rejection was done off-line. Figure 3.8 illustrates the magnitude of the background 










Figure 3.5: Details of energy losses [Zi85] in the target for the electron m easurem ent, of 178P t from 
1 *Au decay. The details for 180’182P t are similar. The energies for beam and recoils in the target 
are shown in units of MeV. Relative cross-sections, from ZPACE calculations [Ga80], are shown in the 
upper left. The diagram  shows th a t 178 Au nuclei produced in the first 1.3 m g/cm 2 of the Sm layer will 
stop  in the last 1.8 m g/cm 2 of the Au layer. The actual experim ental geom etry is shown in the upper 
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Figure 3.6: As figure 3.5, but for the l72Os experim ent. The diagram  shows th a t l72Ir nuclei produced 



































Figure 3.7'. Block diagram of the electronics for the electron measurements. Functions not associated 
with the electron and 7-ray signals are not shown; in particular the hall probe and solenoid control 












Figure 3.8: Spectrum of electrons from 172Ir /3-decay, illustrating the magnitude of the background 
rejected by the momentum selection procedure.
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3.2.2 C alibration
The relative efficiencies of singles electron and 7-ray detection, essential for the mea­
surement of internal conversion coefficients, were obtained by the simultaneous mea­
surement of electrons and 7-rays from a 152Eu radioactive source. Checks of these were 
available from known transitions in the decay chains. The efficiencies were extracted 
from the data by T. Kibedi.
3.2 .3  E lectron energy ranges
During the experiments, the magnetic field of the spectrometer was continually and 
cyclically swept over defined ranges, as stated in section 3.2.1. These ranges determined 
the range of energies between which electrons could be detected, and were selected to 
enhance transitions in the level schemes, which were constructed from the 77 data 
prior to the electron experiments. The ranges for the various experiments are given in 
table 3.3.
Table 3.3: Electron energy ranges
Nucleus Electron energy range
min (keV) max (kev)
172 Os 150 1250
178Pt 250 950
ISOpt 120 1300
182p t 120 1300
3 .2 .4  Internal conversion coefficient analysis
Determination of the internal conversion coefficients for each nucleus involved a thor­
ough examination of each electron singles spectrum, as many contaminant lines were 
present, arising mainly from nuclei further down the decay chain. Identification of 
these could be achieved by a combination of examining the singles 7-ray spectrum and 
noting energy differences between K, L and M lines. For the most part, an iterative 
procedure was used where the most intense lines were indentified first. If these were of 
known multipolarity (e.g. yrast transitions or some transitions in contaminant nuclei), 
the relative intensities of the lines resulting from transitions from other electron shells 
could be calculated.
A good lineshape parameterization was essential for the extraction of accurate in­
tensities, and this was obtained through trial fitting of non-overlapping lines at a variety
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of energies and plotting the parameters of the shape as a function of energy. The line- 
shapes included a small step and a low-energy tail in addition to the normal gaussian 
peak. The shape parameterizations were then used in fitting the entire spectrum. In­
tensities of singles 7-rays were determined in a similar fashion. These intensities were 
then efficiency corrected.
The ratio of the electron intensity to the corresponding 7-ray intensity gave the 
conversion coefficient. Observation and discrimination of K, L and M shell conversion 
coefficients was possible for intense transitions. In cases where multipolarity of the 
transition was known this information was used to confirm the efficiency calibrations.
3.2.5 E lectron -7 co incidences
Two-dimensional matrices of electron energy vs 7-ray energy were constructed after 
momentum selection of the electron data. Background-subtracted spectra, showing 7- 
rays in coincidence with electrons or vice versa, were generated from these matrices. 
This allowed confirmation of some transition placements made from examination of 
the 7-7 data. Coincidences with X-rays were also important supporting evidence for 
some placements, particularly in cases of electron transitions directly to the ground 
state, where generally coincidences with transitions from higher states were too weak 
to observe. The spectra could also be used to establish whether lines in the electron 




In this chapter the experimental results are presented in the form of state decay prop­
erties, level schemes and spin and parity assignments. The non-yrast level schemes for 
1720s and 178Pt have been extended considerably and several new levels established in 
180Pt and 182Pt. Unfortunately, no information on non-yrast states was obtained for 
176Pt, as will be discussed in section 4.2.4.
Of particular interest are the EO transitions which are observed in all the nuclei 
studied (except 176Pt) and are useful in establishing J* —► J T assignments. The sig­
nature of such transitions is a large conversion coefficient, in many cases considerably 
stronger than the Ml value. For the special case of 0+ —► 0+ transitions, de-excitation 
occurs only by electron conversion and no 7-rays should be seen.
4.1 172Os
4.1.1 Level Schem e
In the present study, transitions from non-yrast states in 172Os were initially identified 
from 77 coincidences with previously observed yrast transitions. Figure 4.1 shows 
coincidence gates on the three lowest yrast transitions. The extremely low background 
in comparison to in-beam data is mainly due to the Compton suppression and the 
absence of continuum radiation. Transitions from non-yrast states are clearly visible. 
Of these, the 413, 453, 532, 602, 945, 1007, 1051 and 1122 keV transitions have been 
identified in a (HI,in) measurement by Bark et al. [Ba90]. In addition, some weaker 
lines observed but not apparent in figure 4.1 were also placed in 172 Os by Bark et 
al. (specifically, the 322, 334, 354, 396, 890 and 924 keV transitions). Some of these 
transitions were also observed in an earlier measurement by Wells et al. [We89]. The 
475 keV 7-ray reported by Bouldjedri et al. [Bo92] to be in coincidence with the 228 keV 
2+ —* Of transition is not observed.
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1: Coincidence gates of 2* —► 0+, 4* —» 2* and 6* —► 4* transitions in 172 Os. The lines 
L keV arise from positron annihilation.
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Table 4.1: List of 7-ray Energies and Intensities for 172Os
E7 (keV) r Initial State (keV)
227.8 ( i ) 1000 (21) 227.8
312.7 ( i ) 3 ( i ) 918.7
322.0 ( i ) 9 (3) 1978.5
327.9 ( i ) 10 (3) 1137.9
333.8 ( i ) 10 (5) 2061.3
353.8 (2) 20 (10) 2415.3
378.4 (1) 620 (13) 606.2
396.3 (1) 20 (10) 2374.8
413.4 (1) 54 (12) 1551.3
448.4 (1) 405 (11) 1054.6
453.4 (1) 44 (7) 1978.5
470.5 (1) 177 (9) 1525.1
496.4 (1) 20 (10) 1604.4
496.8 (1) 16 (3) 1551.3
498.8 (1) 27 (5) 2023.9
501.7 (1) 5 (2) 1107.9
530.5 (1) 12 (2) 758.3
531.7 (1) 43 (4) 1137.9
542.4 (1) 16 (2) 2093.7
545.4 (1) 30 (20) 1885.0
550.3 (1) 5 (2) 1604.4
568.7 (1) 6 (2) 2093.7
582.3 (1) 202 (8) 810.1
602.1 (1) 25 (9) 1656.7
690.7 (2) 5 (2) 918.7
733.3 (1) 40 (8) 1339.5
809.9 (2) 63 (26) 810.1
830.4 (1) 8 (2) 1885.0
862.4 (2) 10 (1) 1468.6
868.6 (3) 3 (2) 1678.7
880.1 (1) 36 (4) 1107.9
890.2 (2) 9 (3) 2415.3
924.0 (2) 7 (2) 1978.5
945.1 (1) 34 (7) 1551.3
983.4 (2) 4 (2) 2508.5
996.7 (1) 7 (2) 1806.8
998.2 (1) 20 (2) 1604.4
1006.7 (1) 17 (2) 2061.3
1039.1 (1) 9 (2) 2093.7
1050.5 (1) 17 (2) 1656.7
1074.6 (2) 20 (10) 3098.5
1086.3 (3) 12 (2) 2140.9
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Table 4.1: List of 7-ray Energies and Intensities for 1720s (continued)
E7 (keV) I , Initial State (keV)
1108.9 (4) 5 (2) 1919.0
1112.1 (2) 9 (2) 1339.5
1121.9 (2) 12 (2) 1728.1
1203.1 (2) 7 (2) 2257.7
1233.6 (1) 12 (2) 2288.2
1241.4 (3) 7 (2) 1468.6
1375.4 (2) 8 (2) 2430.0
1384.6 (1) 14 (3) 2439.2
Table 4.1 gives a list of assigned transitions and their intensities, which were estimated 
from the total 77 spectrum or coincidence gates in the case of weaker lines. A total 
of 27 non-yrast states were observed, of which 19 have been seen for the first time. 
Three of the previously observed states (those at 1656.7, 1978.5 and 2374.8 keV) have 
had J r of 5(~), 7^") and 9^ - ) assigned by Wells et al. [We89] on the basis of DCO 
ratios. Angular distribution measurements made by Bark et al. [Ba90] confirmed these 
assignments and the state at 2061.3 keV was assigned Jr = 6^ “ .^ In addition, J T of 
(4~) and (8- ) for the states at 1728.1 and 2415.3 keV were suggested by Bark et al. 
[Ba90]. The state at 1468.6 keV, discovered in the present experiments, is proposed to 
be an additional negative parity state with a spin of 3 on the basis of the trend of the 
energies of these states.
The two states at 1137.9 and 1551.3 keV were also placed by Bark et al. [Ba90]. 
The position of the 1137.9 keV level, previously uncertain due to ambiguity in the 
order of the feeding and de-exciting 7-rays, is confirmed by the current measurement 
due to the presence of parallel decay paths. Connected states at 2093.7 and 810.1 keV 
have also been discovered. In this work these states are designated as members of the 
‘quasi-/?’ band. Three weak transitions (of energies 868.6, 996.7 and 1108.9 keV) are 
observed to feed into the state at 810.1 keV.
The bandhead of the ‘quasi-/?’ band is the state at 758.3 keV. The 530.5 keV tran­
sition from this state is not resolved from the 531.7 keV transition from the 43" state 
at 1137.9 keV, as is seen from a detail of this line in the 228 keV gate, figure 4.3a. 
The separation is large enough to decouple the transitions, but in doing this two ad­
ditional contaminant lines, not in coincidence with the 227.8 keV transition, must also 
be considered as shown in figure 4.3b. The resulting spectra are shown in figure 4.4 
and provide evidence for the placements shown in figure 4.2, as the 530.5 keV line is 
only in coincidence with the 227.8 keV transition, while the 531.7 keV transition is
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Figure 4.2: Level scheme of 1720s as determined from this work. The 758 keV transition from the 
level at 758.3 keV occurs only by electron conversion.
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in coincidence with the 227.8 and 378.4 keV lines with equal intensity, and with the 
413.4 keV line at a lesser intensity.
The set of states at 918.7, 1107.9, 1339.5, 1604.4 and 1885.0 keV are also observed 
for the first time in the present study. These are referred to as the ‘quasi-7 ’ band 
in the following discussion. Three very weak 7-rays of 868.6, 996.7 and 1108.9 keV 
are tentatively placed feeding the 2+ state at 810.1 keV. The remaining seven newly 
discovered states (at 2140.9, 2257.7, 2288.2, 2430.0, 2439.2, 2508.5 and 3098.5 keV) 
each decay by a single observed 7-ray to the yrast 6+, 8+ and 10+ states.
4.1.2 Spin and P arity  A ssign m en ts
The results of the electron conversion coefficient measurement are given in table 4.2. 
Values could be determined for eight transitions; three yrast cascade transitions and 
five non-yrast to yrast state transitions. The yrast cascade values were used to check 
the measurement internally. Some comment is required for the aL(228 keV) and 
&k (378 keV) values. The aL{228 keV) value includes a correction for contamination 
of the 228 keV 7-ray, evident in the coincidence gate shown in figure 4.1. The con­
tamination is approximately 10% of the total intensity of the 7-ray line and partially 
originates from an unidentified isotope of Ta, which would have an electron conversion 
L line at approximately the same energy. The other contaminants are unidentified and
may also contribute to the electron line, reducing the conversion coefficient given in 
table 4.2.
The a ^ (378 keV) value is greater than the E2 value and thus appears to have 
contamination in the electron line, although the contaminant has not been positively 
identified. Candidates exist, but in all cases the information available is too limited to 
allow the value to be corrected.
In addition, the values of aL(448 keV) and <**(471 keV) could not be determined 
due to overlapping strong electron lines arising from highly converted E0 transitions 
in 172Hf. Specifically, these were the L line of a 445 keV 2+ -  2+ transition and the 
K line of a 464 keV 0+ -► 0+ transition, respectively. Neither a conversion coefficient 
(for the 2+ —► 2+ transition), nor relative electron intensities were available and so no 
corrections for these contaminants could be made.
The values of the conversion coefficients for the 497, 532, 582 and 691 keV transitions 
are large, and for most are higher than either the E2 or Ml values. The calculated 
mean life of a 691 keV M2 transition with a strength of one Weisskopf unit is 6 ns. 
Actual transition strengths would have a much smaller strength (typically 0.01 W.u.), 
leading to lifetimes much longer. Examination of the 77 data has shown that such long 
lifetimes are not present. The large conversion coefficients therefore show that there 
are E0 contributions to the transitions. Firm J r assignments can then be made as the 
transitions must be J r -► J T and consequently the states at 810.1, 918.7, 1137.9 and
37
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Figure 4.3: Detail of gaussian fits for overlapping lines near 531 keV. Individual peaks are shown 
as dashed lines, while their sum is drawn as a solid line. The upper panel shows lines in coincidence 
with the 228 keV 2* —► 0* transition. Gaussian widths were fixed to a value determined from a global 
examination of the data. The lower panel shows a part of the total 77 spectrum. In this case, as well 
as fixing the widths, the 530.5 keV and 531.7 keV peaks were fixed to the same positions as in the 
228 keV gate, and two additional (contaminant) lines are needed.
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Figure 4.4: Decoupled gates on 529.2 keV, 530.5 keV, 531.7 keV and 532.9 keV transitions. The 
effectiveness of the decoupling procedure is demonstrated by the absence of, for example, the 378 keV 
line in the 530.5 keV and 532.9 keV gates, although figure 4.3 shows these lines have a substantial 
overlap with the 531.7 keV line. Peaks seen at 511 keV arise from positron annihilation.
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227.8 O-L 0.077 (5) a) 0.0763 0.0733 E2
378.4 <*K 0.050 (3) b) 0.120 0.0333 E2
<*L 0.010 (2) 0.0191 0.0109
448.4 <*x 0.025 (3) 0.0768 0.0222 E2
496.8 a x 0.13 (3) 0.0590 0.0176 E2-f(E0)
Ct-L 0.046 (15) 0.00927 0.00451
531.7 a x 0.14 (2) e) 0.0492 0.0150 E0+(M 1)+E2
<*L 0.06 (1) 0.00771 0.00366
582.3 o tK 0.05 (1) 0.0389 0.0123 E0+E2, 1 6  \> 7
690.7 a K 0.14 (4) 0.0251 0.00856 E0+(M 1)+E2
758.3 d) a K >0.04 d) 0.0198 0.00706 E0
®) Value calculated with corrected 7-ray intensity -  see text.
b) Electron line may be contaminated -  see text.
c) Corrected for 471 keV L line contaminant.
d) No 7-ray transition observed. ‘Conversion’ limit based on limit of observable 
7-ray intensity.
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Figure 4.5: Goodness of fit as a function of ta n 5 (£ 2 /A fl)  for the 228 -  582 keV cascade in 172Os.
1551.3 keV are assigned J T — 2+,2+,4+ and 6+ respectively.
Angular correlation information can be extracted for the 530.5 keV line. Such 
information was also extracted for the strongest cascades, i.e. the 378.4 -  227.8, 582.3
-  227.8 and 448.4 -  378.4 keV cascades and the results are in good agreement with the 
assigned spins (figure 4.6a shows the data and the calculated distribution for the 378.4
-  227.8 keV yrast cascade). In general, the other cascades observed are too weak for 
useful correlation information to be extracted.
The 582.3 keV 2+ —► 2+ transition may have an Ml component in addition to E0 
and E2 components. Figure 4.5 shows the goodness-of fit parameter S3/ N  for the an­
gular correlation data plotted as a function of the E2/M1 mixing ratio, tan 6(E2/M1),  
allowing an approximate limit of 6(E2/M1)  > 7 to be obtained.
The angular correlation of the 530.5 -  227.8 keV cascade is shown in figure 4.6b, 
along with calculated normalised distributions for 4 —► 2 —* 0, 2 —► 2 —> 0 and 0 —►
2 —► 0 cascades. Both transitions are assumed to be pure quadrupoles (although the 
relaxation of this condition in the 2 —► 2 —► 0 case would not give an improved agreement 
with the data). For comparison, the data for the correlation between the 531.7 and 
227.8 keV transitions is shown in figure 4.6c. This cascade occurs via the intermediate 
378 keV 4+ —► 2+ transition, and the calculated correlation shown takes this into 
account. Note that this figure is different from figure 5 in [Da94] where, mistakenly, 
the data and distribution for the 531.7 -  378.4 keV cascade was shown in the lower 
panel in place of the correct quantities.
In figure 4.6b, the enhanced intensity of the correlation at 14° is reliable evidence 
for the initial state at 758.3 keV having spin zero. Also, a weak electron line is seen 
corresponding to a 758 keV K transition. No 758 keV 7-ray is observed, giving rise to 








(a) 378.4 - 227.8 keV 
_ 4-»2->0_
(b) 530.5 - 227.8 keV
0 —>2 — }
2 —>2 —) d
(c) 531.7 - 227.8 keV
cos^(0)
Figure 4.6: (a) Angular correlation data for the 378 —♦ 228 keV cascade and calculated distribution 
(line), (b) Angular correlation data for the 530.5 —► 227.8 keV cascade and calculated distributions for 
initial state spins of 4, 2 and 0. (c) Angular correlation distribution between the 531.7 keV and 227.8 keV 
transitions. The line is the calculated distribution, where deorientation caused by the intermediate spin 
2 state has been accounted for.
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of evidence, taken together, provide the J r = 0+ assignment of the state at 758.3 keV. 
No transitions are observed to feed into the state.
4.2 Platinum  isotopes
4.2.1 182P t
The /3-decay into 182Pt has been studied previously by Calliau et al. [Ca74] and Husson 
et al. [Hu76]. Table 4.3 lists the 7-rays observed in the current experiment and figure 4.7 
shows the level scheme determined. Conversion coefficients are given in table 4.4, along 
with those determined by Calliau et al. [Ca74]. This study extends the level scheme 
proposed in [Hu76], where the states at 0.0, 154.9, 419.6, 499.7, 667.8, 856.2, 942.6, 
1034.1, 1182.2, 1306.1, 1311.8 and 1419.5 keV are reported, although with up to 2 keV 
variation from the level energies given here. Yrast band and some higher-spin sideband 
states not observed in the decay measurement are known from in-beam spectroscopy 
[P086].
Figure 4.9 shows gates on the 154.9 keV 2j" —► 0}" and 264.7 keV 4+ —► 2+ tran­
sitions. Lines seen in both gates feed the 4+ state, while lines observed in only the
—> 0* gate may feed the 2+ state, if they do not arise from a contaminant source.
In [Ca74], four transitions with suggested E0 components are observed with energies 
of 456, 499, 513 and 701 keV. As shown in table 4.4, the lower limits obtained for the 
conversion coefficients of the 456 and 500 keV transitions are significantly smaller than 
the limits reported in [Ca74]. Also, the measured lower limit for the 701.2 keV transition 
is smaller than the value reported in [Ca74]. Notwithstanding these points, the limits 
are large enough to infer E0 components for these transitions, as illustrated by the 
singles electron spectrum in figure 4.10. Thus, the spin assignments to the levels at 
499.7, 856.2 and 1311.8 keV are confirmed. (The 0+ assignment to the 499.7 keV level 
is independently confirmed by the 344.8-154.9 keV angular correlation, as shown in 
table 4.3.) An additional transition is also observed from the 1311.8 keV level to the 
yrast 2+ state.
The 513.0 keV 7-ray is overlapped by the 511 keV positron annihilation line in 
singles. In order to determine the conversion coefficients of this transition, the 511 keV 
line was subtracted from the 182 Pt singles spectrum using a singles spectrum from the 
180Pt measurement (which contains the 511 keV positron annihilation line, but not the 
513 keV line). The resulting value of aK = 0.044(6) for the 513.0 keV transition is in 
disagreement with the limit of > 0.165 in [Ca74]. The present value is smaller than 
the theoretical Ml value, and as a L(513.0 keV) was not measured and 0^(513.0 keV) 
has a large uncertainty, the existence of an E0 component for this transition cannot be 
confirmed. However, the a *  of the 667.8 keV transition to the ground state confirms 
an E2 assignment, and hence confirms the spin and parity of the 667.8 keV level.
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Figure 4.7: The level scheme for 183Pt from 183 Au decay as determined from this work. The 500 keV 
and 456 keV transitions from the levels at 499.7 keV and 1311.8 keV occur only by electron conversion.
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Table 4.3: List of 7-ray Energies and Intensities for 183Pt
E7 (keV) 17 Aa/A0 °) Ai /A, Initial State (keV)
154.9 1000 (10) 154.9
264.7 443 (10) 0.074 (25) 0.008 (29) 419.6
326.0 26 ( 5 ) 1182.2
344.8 124 (6) 0.292 (63) 0.821 (68) 499.7
355.6 19 ( 5 ) 775.2
356.5 26 ( 7 ) 856.2
363.1 ~  5 1306.1
366.1 40 (20) 1034.1
383.0 27 ( 5 ) 1240.2
386.0 ~  10 1419.5
436.5 34 ( 3 ) 856.2
439.7 14 (2) 1473.9
465.0 10 ( 3 ) 1240.2
513.0 233 (26) 667.8
523.1 25 ( 3 ) 942.6
531.0 5 ( 4 ) 1306.1
572.5 17 ( 5 ) 1240.2
614.5 80 ( 5 ) 1034.1
617.7 15 (8) 1473.9
644.1 ~  2 1419.5
667.8 80 (10) 667.8
682.3 4 (1) 1182.2
701.2 13 ( 3 ) -0.249 (192) -0.138 (224) 856.2
751.9 17 ( 5 ) 1419.5
762.3 4 (1) 1182.2
787.7 137 (19) -0.130 (55) -0.020 (63) 942.6
812.1 25 (6) 1311.8
820.5 14 (2) 1240.2
834.7 38 (8) 1502.5
856.2 150 ( 5 ) 856.2
879.1 8 ( 3 ) 1034.1
886.3 11 ( 3 ) 1306.1
997.1 28 (2) 0.209 (229) 0.568 (260) 1152.0
999.9 9 ( 3 ) 1419.5
1027.1 66 ( 7 ) -0.141 (90) 0.324 (103) 1182.2
1085.2 41 ( 3 ) 0.115 (146) 0.154 (174) 1240.2
1102.2 16 ( 5 ) 1521.8
1122.9 8 ( 3 ) 1542.5
1149.3 8 ( 3 ) 1568.9
1156.6 13 (2) 0.019 (318) -0.325 (364) 1311.8
1264.9 13 ( 3 ) 1684.5
1387.6 9 ( 3 ) 1542.5
1469.6 10 ( 3 ) 1889.2
a) Angular correlation coefficients in cascade with 154.9 keV transition
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Table 4.4: Conversion coefficients determined for 183Pt
Transition Theory Multi-
(keV) Type Expt. Ref. [Ca74] M l E2 polarity “)
264.7 < * K 0.094 (8) 0.087 (19) 0.372 0.0840 E2
344.8 o c k 0.057 (13) ~  0.038 0.182 0.0436 E2
436.5 < * K <0.075 0.0969 0.0250 E2
456 OCK >0.32 > 1.7 0.0864 0.0226 E0+?
465.0 OCK <0.045 0.0820 0.0217 E2
500 OCK >1.0 > 6.6 0.0678 0.0184 E0
OCL >0.18 0.0109 0.00495
513.0 OCK 0.044 (6) > 0.165 0.0634 0.0174 E0+(M 1)+E2
OCL l ) c) 0.0102 0.00454
o c m 0.0038 (12) 0.00235 0.00113
614.5 OCK 0.021 (4) 0.0398 0.0118
667.8 OCK 0.0096 (23) «  0.0097 0.0320 0.00993 E2
701.2 OCK >0.27 0.73 (22) 0.0283 0.00899 E0+M 1+E2,
OCL >0.027 0.00447 0.00174 s  =  0.7lJ;5
751.9 OCK <0.04 0.0237 0.00780 (E2)
787.7 OCK 0.0056 (11) 0.0059 (18) 0.0211 0.00713 (E2+M1, 6  > 5)
820.5 OCK 0.17 (6) 0.0190 0.00657 E0+(M 1)+E2
834.7 OCK <0.017 0.0181 0.00635
856.2 OCK 0.0080 (11) 0.0066 (19) 0.0170 0.00604 E2
997.1 OCK <0.014 0.0116 0.00450 (E2)
1027.1 OCK 0.0085 (16) 0.0130 (40) 0.0108 0.00426 (E0+M 1+E2, 
1 f  l> 2.7 )
1085.2 OCK <0.0047 0.00936 0.00384 (E2)
a) Mixing ratios 6(E2/M1) from angular correlations given in table 4.3.
b) Contamination due to 183Re 510 keV L and 183P t 500 keV M lines makes
electron intensity undeterminable. 
e) Reported ocK/ a L = 6.4 (13)
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Figure 4.8: Goodness of fit as a function of tan 6(E2/Ml)  for various transitions in cascade with the 












Figure 4.9: Gates on the yrast 154.9 keV 2* —► 0* and 264.7 keV 4* —» 2* transitions in 182Pt. Lines 













Figure 4.10: Singles electron spectrum from 183Pt measurement. The l83Pt 513 keV and 701 keV 
lines have EO components, and the 500 keV lines are from a pure E0, 0+ —» 0+ transition. The 614 keV 












The state at 1240.2 keV, which was not seen in earlier measurements, is assigned 
4+ because the large a K of the 820.5 keV transition to the yrast 4+ state is evidence 
for an E0 component. Four additional decay branches axe observed, to the yrast 2+ 
and 6+ states, to the 2j state at 667.8 keV and to the 23 state at 856.2 keV.
The states at 942.6, 1034.1 and 1306.1 keV were assigned J r — (3+),(4+) and (5+) 
by Husson et al. [Hu76]. The (3+) assignment is consistent with the present measured 
conversion coefficient for the 787.7 keV transition and the angular correlation of the 
787.7-154.9 keV cascade. However, no observation is made of the 275 keV transition 
to the 23 state at 856.2 keV shown in [Ca74, Hu76]. The conversion coefficient for 
the 614.5 keV transition de-exciting the state at 1034.1 keV is larger than the E2 
value, indicating an Ml or E0 component and consistent with the (4+) assignment. An 
additional branch from this level to the 2j state is seen at 667.8 keV. The assignment of 
(5+) to the state at 1306.1 keV, previously based on one de-exciting 366 keV transition 
to the 4^ state and by comparison with 184Pt, is supported by the observation of two 
additional branches to the yrast 4+ and 6+ states. (The energy of the transition to the 
4j state is amended to 363 keV.)
Branches to the O3 and 23 states are shown in [Hu76] for the state at 1182.2 keV. 
As well as these, the current work reveals transitions of 762.3 and 1027.1 keV to the 4+ 
and 2i states respectively, and a spin of (2) is assigned to the 1182.2 keV level based 
on the spins of the levels to which it decays.
The level at 1419.5 keV is shown tentatively in [Hu76] with a de-exciting 751 keV 
(E l) transition to the 2, state. An additional transition to the 4+ level is observed 
and two other transitions are tentatively placed decaying to the 6* and 43" levels. The 
assignment of (3- ) [Hu76] is revised to one of (4).
A single 997.1 keV transition to the yrast 2+ state de-excites the newly observed 
state at 1152.0 keV. The angular correlation for the 997.1-154.9 keV cascade is sug­
gestive of a 0 —► 2 —► 0 correlation, although other initial spins cannot be excluded. 
Seven other new states are seen at 1473.9, 1502.5, 1521.8, 1542.5, 1568.9, 1684.5 and
1889.2 keV. No spin or parity assignments are proposed for these.
4.2 .2  180P t
A comprehensive study of 180Pt including both in-beam and decay results has recently 
been published by de Voigt et al. [Vo90], superseding an earlier /3-decay measurement 
by Husson et al. [Hu77]. In the present decay experiments, sixteen 7-rays are seen 
that are not reported in [Vo90]; four weak 7-rays reported in [Vo90] (184.3, 267.0,
326.2 and 388.0 keV) are not observed in the current experiments. Four new levels 
have been established at 1177.5, 1387.3, 1491.1 and 1534.7 keV. Figure 4.11 shows the 
decay level scheme. Table 4.5 gives a list of all 7-ray energies and table 4.6 gives the 
conversion coefficients determined. Gates on the two lowest yrast transitions are shown
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in figure 4.13.
In [Vo90, Hu77], the states at 478, 677 and 861 keV are assigned as 0+, 2+ and 2+ 
respectively. The current study confirms these assignments with conversion coefficients 
and, for the 478 and 677 keV states, angular correlation measurements. The state at 
477.9 keV is observed to decay to the ground state via a strong electron transition 
(as shown in figure 4.14 without a corresponding 7-ray being observed, indicating a 
0+ —> 0+ transition. In addition, a distinctive 0 —► 2 —► 0 correlation is observed for 
the 324.7-153.2 keV cascade. The angular correlation of the 524.1-153.2 keV cascade 
confirms a spin of 2 for the 677.1 keV level, and gives a mixing ratio of 6 < —11 for 
the 524.1 keV transition (see figure 4.12). Its conversion coefficients are above the E2 
values (coincidentally, they agree with the theoretical Ml coefficients), so a EO compo­
nent must be present. The 708.1 keV transition between the states at 861.3 keV and 
153.2 keV is also observed to have a large electron conversion coefficient, indicating 
an EO component and confirming the 2+ assignment for the 861.3 keV level. Indepen­
dent evidence is the conversion coefficient-based assignment of E2 multipolarity to the 
861.4 keV transition.
The state at 962.8 keV was assigned 3+ in [Vo90, Hu77]. The measurement of the 
809.4-153.2 keV angular correlation confirms the spin, but as only an upper limit is 
available for the a*  of the 809.4 keV transition, the parity can not be determined. No 
direct measurement of the parity is available from [Vo90, Hu77].
Tentative J T — (4+) assignments to the 1049 keV and 1248 keV states are given in 
[Vo90]. Additional branches have been observed from the 1049.1 keV level to the 2+ 
state and from the 1248.3 keV level to the 2^ state.
The 1024.3-153.2 keV cascade, the angular correlation of which is shown in fig­
ure 4.15, has a large Aa/A0 coefficient, giving a J  = 0 assignment to the newly observed 
state at 1177.5 keV. The limit on aK for the 1024.3 transition excludes M2 or higher 
multipolarity, allowing an E2 assignment to the transition, and positive parity to be 
asserted for the state.
The 708.9 keV branch from the 1187.1 keV state to the Oj state is observed for 
the first time. This branch is consistent with the spin of 2 assigned in [Vo90]. Two 
additional 7-rays with energies of 673.7 keV and 1351.4 keV, are seen from the level at 
1351.0 keV. In addition to these, a 490 keV electron transition is observed in coincidence 
with the 861.4 keV 7-ray, as shown in figure 4.16. As no 490 keV 7-ray belonging to 
180Pt is observed, a limit on the conversion coefficient is obtained, implying an E0 
component for this transition. The previous 2+ assignment for the 1351.0 keV state 
was based only on the presence of particular decay branches, whereas the present work 
makes the assignment definite.
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Figure 4.11: The level scheme for l80P t from 180Au decay. The 478 keV and 490 keV transitions 
from the levels at 477.9 keV and 1351.0 keV occur only by electron conversion.
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Table 4.5: List of 7-ray Energies and Intensities for 180Pt
Et (keV) It A i l  A 0 a) A J A ,o a) Initial State (keV)
153.2 1000 (31) 153.2
199.7 3 (2) 677.1
257.5 233 (10) 0.102 (35) -0.017 (24) 410.7
285.8 4 (3) 962.8
324.7 139 (5) 0.445 (55) 0.838 (60) 477.9
346.3 6 (2) 757.0
372.0 6 (2) 1049.1
383.3 25 (5) 861.3
386.7 10 (5) 1248.3
450.6 37 (5) 861.3
500.3 5 (3) 1177.5
524.1 286 (6) -0.015 (40) 0.244 (46) 677.1
528.2 6 (4) 1491.1
552.2 21 (4) 962.8
571.7 6 (4) 1534.7
571.9 ~  3 1248.3
638.3 24 (5) 1049.1
673.7 ~  2 1351.0
677.4 80 (30) 677.1
708.1 21 (5) 861.3
708.9 3 (2) 1187.1
710.4 6 (4) 1387.3
776.7 6 (2) 1187.1
809.4 191 (5) -0.187 (61) -0.146 (70) 962.8
814.0 14 (7) 1491.1
837.4 3 (i) 1248.3
858.1 9 (5) 1534.7
861.4 187 (5) 861.3
873.1 31 ( 4 ) 1351.0
895.8 4 (2) 1049.1
940.5 16 ( 4 ) 1351.0
1024.3 40 ( 4 ) 1177.5
1033.9 121 (5) -0.091 (93) 0.198 (105) 1187.1
1094.3 14 (5) 1248.3
1124.0 28 (3) 1534.7
1197.6 6 (4) 1351.0
1234.1 13 ( 4 ) 1387.3
1351.4 ~  20 1351.0
1382.0 21 (4) 1534.7
a) Angular correlation coefficients in cascade with 153.2 keV transition
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M l E2 Multipolarity “)
257.5 o l k 0.116 (24) 0.401 0.0900 E2
324.7 Q-k *) E2
383.3 o l k <0.11 0.137 0.0339 (E2)
450.6 o l k <0.072 0.0891 0.0233 (E2)
478 olk >1.0 0.0763 0.0204 E0
490 o l k >0.30 0.0715 0.0193 E0+(M 1+E2)
524.1 o l k 0.057 (5) 0.0600 0.0166 E0+E2, 6  < -1 1
o l l 0.010 (2) 0.00963 0.00423
OLm 0.005 (2) 0.00222 0.00106
638.3 o l k <0.06 0.0360 0.0109 (E2)
708.1 c) o l k 0.21 (10) 0.0276 0.00879 E0+M 1+E2, 6  = 2.0t?;?
OLL 0.034 (19) 0.00436 0.00170
809.4 o l k <0.012 0.0193 0.00674 E2, 6  < -1 3
861.4 o l k 0.0054 (12) 0.0168 0.00598 E2
873.1 o l k <0.036 0.0162 0.00582 (E2)
1024.3 o l k <0.009 0.0108 0.00428 (E2)
1033.9 o l k 0.0087 (19) 0.0106 0.00420 (E0+M 1+E2, | 6  |> 5.7 )
®) Mixing ratios 6(E2/M1) from angular correlations given in table 4.5. 
ft) Contaminated with 318 K 180Os line and other unidentified contaminants. 
c) Electron lines unresolved from 708.9 keV transition.
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Figure 4.12: Goodness of fit as a function of tan 6(2?2/Afl) for various transitions in cascade with 











Figure 4.13: Gates on the yrast 153.2 keV 2+ 0+ and 257.5 keV 4+ -+ 2+ transitions in 180Pt.
























Figure 4.14: Singles electron spectrum from 180Pt measurement. The 180Pt 524 keV and 708 keV 
lines have E0 components, while the 478 keV and 490 keV lines originate from pure E0 transitions. 













cos ( 0 )
Figure 4 .15: Angular correlation of the 1024 -  153 keV cascade in 180Pt. The thin and dotted lines 
are the best fit and error limits, while the thick line is a calculated 0- 2-0 correlation.
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Figure 4 .16: Spectrum of 7-rays in coincidence with 490 keV K conversion electrons. The line seen 
at 511 keV arises from positron annihilation.
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Table 4.7: Conversion coefficients determined for 178Pt
Transition 
Energy (keV) Type Expt.
Theory 
Ml E2 Multipolarity “)
421 O-K 1.0 (2) 0.107 0.0272 E0
& L 0.18 (5) 0.0173 0.00871
483.0 <*K 0.11 (1) 0.0742 0.0199 E0+(M1)+E2, 1 6  |> 4.2
a L 0.010 (2) 0.0120 0.00555
a M 0.0025 (4) 0.00276 0.00137
630.6 <*K <0.09 *) 0.0371 0.0112 (E0+M1+E2)
653.2 (* K <0.04 0.0339 0.00104 (E2)
711.5 <*K 0.020 (9) 0.0272 0.00872 (E0+M1+E2)
830.9 CtK 0.06 (4) 0.0184 0.00641 (Ml)
a) Mixing ratios £(E2/M1) from angular correlations given in table 4.8. 
*) Electron line contaminated by 178Os transition.
4.2 .3  178P t
The yrast level scheme of 178Pt has been established to spin 18h by Dracoulis et al. 
[Dr86] using a (HI,xn) reaction. Hagberg et al. [Ha79], in their a-decay studies, have 
reported an excited 0+ level at 421 keV. That state is observed in the current study, 
along with sixteen new levels (two of which, at 1815.0 and 2138.2 keV, have been 
observed in-beam [DrPC]).
In the present experiment the yrast band is observed to spin 8h. Figure 4.17 shows 
the level scheme determined from the 77 measurement. Observed 7-rays are given in 
table 4.8 and conversion coefficients in table 4.7. Figure 4.18 shows spectra gated on 
the lowest yrast transitions.
A strong electron transition is observed from the state at 421.0 keV with no corre­
sponding 7-ray, evidence for an E0 assignment for this transition, and J r — 0+ for the 
initial state. The angular correlation coefficients of the 250.6-170.4 keV cascade are 
also consistent with the 421.0 keV level having J — 0.
A level at 653.3 keV is observed to decay to the yrast 2+ level, the ground state 
and also, via a weak transition, to the excited Oa level at 421.0 keV. The assignment 
of 2+ is based on the electron conversion coefficient values for the 483.0 keV transition, 
which indicate an E0 component. The angular correlation measurement of the 483.0-
170.4 keV cascade supports this assignment.
States at 1058.3, 1477.1 and 2197.6 keV are assigned (4+), (6+) and (8+) respectively
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Figure 4.17: The level scheme for 178Pt from 178Au decay. The 421 keV transition from the level at 
421.0 keV occurs only by electron conversion.
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Table 4.8: List of 7-ray Energies and Intensities for 178Pt
E7 (keV) I7 A j / A q “ ) A 4 / A 0  • ) Initial State (keV)
170.4 1000 (28) 170.4
232.1 ~  25 653.4
250.6 62 (22) 0.25 (23) 0.54 (23) 421.0
257.3 692 (21) 0.15 (5) -0.01 (5) 427.7
337.9 326 (17) 765.6
405.0 36 (9) 1058.3
413.4 135 (10) 1179.0
418.3 25 (10) 1477.1
483.0 146 (12) -0.01 (9) 0.27 (11) 653.4
530.2 22 (6) 2345.2
580.0 ~  5 1345.3
630.6 80 (20) 1058.3
636.0 65 (11) 1815.0
653.2 80 (22) 653.4
711.5 32 ( 8 ) 1477.1
720.2 30 (11) 2197.6
807.8 40 (8) 1573.4
830.9 68 (20) -0 .14  (13) -0 .20  (17) 1633.5
867.9 30 (15) 1001.3
888.1 ~  40 1058.3
917.6 50 (16) 1345.3
998.4 16 (9) 1426.1
1018.3 ~  10 2197.6
1044.7 40 (21) 1810.3
1049.3 34 (16) 1477.1
1145.7 20 (9) 1573.4
1154.1 33 (10) 1581.8
1256.1 25 (11) 1426.1
1263.3 40 (14) 2028.9
1319.4 41 (11) 1747.1
1432.0 50 (19) 2197.6
a) Angular correlation coefficients in cascade with 170.4 keV transition
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Figure 4.18: Gates on the yrast 170.4 keV 2* —► 0* and 257.3 keV 4* —► 2* transitions in 17SPt. 














Figure 4.19: G ate on 178P t yrast 2+ —♦ 0+ 264 keV transition. Contam inants are marked by symbols, 
w ith the 685 keV line arising from a coincidence with a 263 keV E4 isomeric transition (T i/a =  6.9h )  
in 9SMo (populated from fission, or the decay of fission products). The energy at which a transition 
from the 0^ sta te  at 443 keV would occur is marked with an arrow, bu t no such transition is observed.
by considering the states to which they decay. The angular correlation of the 630.6-
257.3 keV cascade supports the assignment for the 1058.3 keV level. (Contamination 
of the 630.6 keV transition’s K electron line by a strong K electron peak from the 
624 keV J T —♦ J T transition in 1780s makes an absolute determination of the conversion 
coefficient difficult.) The K conversion coefficient for the 711.5 keV transition from the 
state at 1477.1 keV supports its assignment by being larger than the E2 value, indicating 
an Ml or E0 component.
A spin of 3 for the state at 1001.3 keV is suggested by the angular correlation 
of the 830.9-170.4 keV cascade. The 830.9 keV transition also has a large, but not 
well-determined, conversion coefficient value. It may have an Ml component; however 
an E0 component is also possible, which would mean the 1001.3 keV state’s spin and 
parity would be 2+.
4.2 .4  176P t
Analysis of the 77 results for 176Pt revealed no evidence of the population of non-yrast 
states by decay. Figure 4.19 shows the gate on the 264 keV yrast 2+ —► 0+ transition. 
All of the lines observed can be identified. There is no evidence, to a level of < 2 % 
of the 300 keV 4+ —► 2+ transition, of a 179 keV transition de-exciting the 443 keV 0a 
state seen in a-decay [Wa93]. No unidentified lines exist that could be transitions from
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higher non-yrast states.
As the yrast sequence is observed to the 459 keV 10+ —► 8+ transition, 176Pt is 
populated to a higher spin in decay than the other isotopes studied in this work, and 
as a consequence the population of the lower spin non-yrast states may be relatively 
smaller. The density of states in the region populated directly from the decay may be 
large enough that the decay to the yrast line is fragmented, and not observed at the 
current sensitivity.
However, this may not be consistent with the observed yrast intensities as shown 
(without efficiency correction) in figure 4.19. The differences between the yrast transi­
tion intensities suggests that significant feeding into the 4+, 6+ and 8+ states occurs, 
that is not accounted for by the higher yrast transitions (see also figure 4.21). If low- 
lying non-yrast states of similar spin exist, which is strongly implied by the existence 
of the Oa state, the reason why they are not similarly fed is unclear.
Due to the low absolute yield of the reaction that produces the parent nucleus, and 
the absence of evidence for decay to non-yrast states, conversion electron measurements 
were not carried out for 176Pt.
4.3 States in parent nuclei
The new results make it appropriate to comment briefly on the /5-decay parent states. 
No information is available for the odd-odd gold parents, but the decay of 172Ir has 
recently been studied by Schmidt-Ott et al. [Sc92] and Bouldjedri et al. [Bo92]. 
Schmidt-Ott et al. report the existence of two isomers, each of which both a- and 
/5-decay. The /5-decay of these isomers was observed in coincidence with 173Os yrast 
7-rays, and the feeding deduced from the relative intensities of these 7-rays was used to 
obtain tentative spin assignments. The half-life of the lowest isomer is given as 4.4(3) 
s with a probable spin and parity of 3+, while the half-life of the upper isomer is given 
as 2.0(1) s with a probable J T of 7+ (see figure 4.20). The measurements of Bouldjedri 
et al. [Bo92], although less detailed, are consistent with these half-lives.
The 7-ray intensities observed in the present work have been used to calculate the 
unobserved feeding for positive-parity even spin states in each daughter nucleus. This 
was done by subtracting the total intensity of observed 7-rays feeding a state from the 
total intensity of the observed 7-rays depopulating the state, correcting for electron 
conversion where necessary. Figure 4.21 shows the results of these calculations. The 
values are only approximations to the amount of direct /5-decay feeding to each spin 
because of possible unobserved 7-rays into and out of states, statistical uncertainty 
(especially where a large number of 7-rays are seen to feed a state), and disregard of 
feeding into states other than the I f  , I f  and I f  states.
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Figure 4.20: P rop osed  decay o f  l72Ir from  [Sc92].
th an  assum ed by Schm idt-O tt et al. [Sc92], therefore the spin of the lower isomer may 
be less th an  3h. Assuming a deform ation of 0.2 < e < 0.3, Schm idt-O tt et al. suggest 
a (pro late) configuration of 7Ty- [505]i / |  [523] for this state; a spin of less than  3h 
would require coupling to  a different proton orbital. The spin of 7h assumed for the 
upper isom er of 172Ir is consistent with the feeding to the spin 6h and 8h states show 
in figure 4.21.
The light gold isotopes are probably deformed, with a  transition  in the ground states 
from weakly oblate  to  strongly-deform ed prolate for N  <  187 [Wa89]. However, oblate 
states m ay still occur at low excitation energies in the light odd-odd gold isotopes.
The existence of an ~  53s isomer in 184Au, linked to the ground sta te  by a 69 keV 
M3 tran sitio n , has recently been reported [Ed92]. The isomer has I  = 2 ,3  and the the 
ground s ta te  has I  =  5 ,6 . These spins are consistent with the observation of states 
in 184P t up to  a spin of 8h, from the decay of 184Au. Configurations suggested by 
Ibrahim  et al. [Ib92] for the ground sta te  and isomeric sta te  are v 1-  [514] ® 7r/ig/a and 
v j  [521] <S> x/ig/a respectively, both  of which are prolate.
In the  /3-decay of the lighter odd-odd Au isotopes, as shown in figure 4.21, the 
m ost significant feature is the lack of population of states above spin 4h in 182P t and 
180P t. A p a rtia l explanation for this may be seen in the system atics of the neutron 
one-quasiparticle energies in odd P t nuclei, shown in figure 4.22. In 1S3P t the |  [521] 
and j  [514] levels are very close, possibly giving rise to the situation in 184Au described 
above, when coupled to  a proton com ponent. However, in 181 P t and 1T9P t, the ^ [521] 
is ~  100 keV below the o ther levels, and so the ground states in l83-180Au may have
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Figure 4.21: Unobserved feeding into even-spin, positive parity  sta tes in the nuclei studied. For each 
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Figure 4.22: Neutron quasiparticle systematics for odd-A P t isotopes. Figure is from [Dr90].
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low spin ( /  «  2,3) and a higher spin isomeric state might not be possible. In 177Pt, the 
j  [521] level rises abruptly and the situation changes.
Other aspects of the feeding shown in figure 4.21 are not explained by the discussion 
above. In particular, the relative feeding of the 4h states differs between 180Pt and 182 Pt, 
which may imply a difference in the structure of the parent states. Additionally, the 
lack of feeding to non-yrast states in 176Pt is still a mystery.
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C h ap ter  5
B and-m ix ing  m odels
In this chapter, attempts are made to reproduce the level energies and transition 
strengths observed in 172Os and 176.178.180 182p t using phenomenological models. These 
models are based on the premise of interacting rotational bands built on different in­
trinsic states. It is found that, for all the nuclei under consideration, it is necessary to 
employ two intrinsic states of significantly different deformation, in addition to vibra­
tional bands, to achieve satisfactory reproduction of level energies. The calculation of 
the transition strengths proves to be more problematic, as will be discussed in detail. 
Nevertheless, the parameters of the band-mixing models are shown to vary smoothly 
with N  (and consistently with Z ) and the models are a useful means of interpreting 
the low-spin structure of these nuclei.
5.1 Analysis of 172Os
5.1.1 S ch em atic  band-m ixing m odel
As mentioned in chapter 1, when the low-spin anomaly in 172Os was discovered, it was 
suggested by Durell et al. [Du82] and later by Wells et al. [We87] that a possible 
explanation was the crossing of the ground state band by a low-lying excited band, 
although the types of bands proposed were quite different in character. The idea was 
developed in further publications [Dr88, Ba90, Ba91] where a phenomenological band­
mixing model Weis used to explain the properties of the observed yrast band. This 
model consisted of three interacting rotational bands; the ground state band ((j-band), 
the s-band which crosses the g-band at a rotational frequency of Tluj «  0.27 MeV and 
becomes yrast after spin 12, and a low-lying band (the d-band) which crosses the g- 
band below the s-band crossing. In this work, the model using these three bands will 
be called the gds band-mixing model.
In [Dr88, Ba90, Ba91] these three unperturbed bands were parameterized by the
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VMI model [Ma69]. The energy of a state with spin I  in the VMI model is given by
£/(9j) = Bo + + ic (3 , -  30
where the variable moment of inertia 5 / is determined by the condition
d £ /(3 /)
d3,
=  0 .
(5.1)
(5.2)
To allow for bands based on states with aligned angular momentum i > 0 or K  > 0, 
the total angular momentum I  used in equation 5.1 was replaced with the core angular 
momentum R, where
(5.3)R = \J(7 + 1/2)J -  K*-  i -  1/2.
Details of the procedure used to adjust the VMI parameters and interactions be­
tween the bands to obtain the observed yrast state energies were given in [Dr88]. Values 
obtained by this procedure are reproduced in the column I of table 5.1. The <?-band and 
d-band were assumed to have an aligned angular momentum i of zero, and the «-band 
was required to have i = 10.5ft from the behaviour of the high-spin levels. Interactions 
between the bands Vad, Vgt and Vdt were assumed to be independent of spin and were 
obtained from the fitting procedure.
Figure 5.1 shows the bands calculated as a function of spin and the experimentally 
determined yrast states. The unmixed bands are also indicated, showing the band- 
crossings. The low-spin anomaly in the behaviour of the moment of inertia is explained 
by the crossing of the g- and d- bands between spin 6ft and 8ft. It can be seen that the 
state energies obtained from this simple model are in good agreement with experiment. 
(It should be noted that if the d-band is not included, the agreement is much poorer 
[Dr88].)
The high value of 5 0 used for the d-band implied that the intrinsic state on which 
this band is based is significantly more deformed than the ground state (a property 
that causes it to cross the <7-band at low spin). Quadrupole moments were estimated 
from the moments of inertia using the empirical formula [Ma69]
k = 39.4 b[keV]I/J (5.4)
where 3 02 is the average of the moments of inertia at spins zero and two. Deformations 
suggested by these calculated quadrupole moments could be calculated using [LÖ70]
A  *
= 91.7Q0/(Z A '13) (5.5)
giving ß2 = 0.17 and ß2 = 0.28 for the 0-band and d-band, respectively.
As shown in figure 5.1, the three-band model yielded predictions for the energies of 
non-yrast states, in addition to the reproduction of the yrast band energies. As can be
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Table 5.1: Phenomenological model parameters a) for 172Os
Parameters 6,c)





III 0  
4 bands
g-band 3o (g) ( x 10-2 keV"1 ) 0.94 0.94 0.86
C(g) ( x 106 keV3 ) 2.6 3.6 3.2
Eo(g) (k e V ) 48 92 90
d-band %(<*) ( x 10-2 keV"1 ) 3.30 3.08 3.01
C(d) ( xlO6 keV3 ) 2.9 2.6 2.2
Eo(d) ( keV ) 683 643 669
7s-band ^o(7 g) ( x 10-2 keV"1 ) 0.77
C(y,) ( xlO6 keV3 ) 2.7
* (7 S) ( M =2
E o M (k e V ) 736
s-band ( xlO-2 keV-1 ) 1.30 0.64 1.06
C(s) ( xlO6 keV3 ) 3.7 2.6 3.5
i(s) m =  10.5 =  10.9 =  10.9
Eo(') (k e V ) 2627 2596 2668
Vgd ( keV ) 181 243 245
Vg. (k e V ) =29 =29 =29
Vdt (k e V ) =29 =29 =29
( keV ) -4 5
V*r. ( keV ) 79
V-r.- ( keV ) =29
a) The symbol =  denotes a value fixed during fitting.
b) K  for all bands except the 7-band was fixed at 0.
c) i for all bands except the s-band was fixed at 0.
d) From 3-band fit to yrast states [Ba90].
e) From 3-band fit to yrast and yrare states.
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Figure 5.1: Energies of yrast band states in 172Os reproduced by gda band-mixing calculation. In 
the lower panel, band labels refer to the unperturbed (dashed) bands, while solid lines represent the 
mixed bands. The upper panel shows deviations of the calculated energies from those observed.
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a) Prom fit to yrast states [Ba90].
seen from table 5.2, the first of these states, the Of state, was expected to lie 731 keV 
above the ground state. The energies of the predicted 2 f , 4 f , 6f  and 83 states are 
also shown in table 5.2. These predicted energies are close to (although generally lower 
than) the energies of non-yrast states observed in the present experiment, and it is 
postulated that these observed states correspond to the predicted states.
5.1.2 Yrare s ta tes  and th e  gds band-m ixing m odel
The parameters obtained by the original application of the model can be refined by 
incorporating both the yrast states and the newly observed yrare states, specifically 
the states at 758, 810, 1138, 1551 sind 2094 keV (these states make up the quasi-/? 
band as described in chapter 4). Little variation of the inertial parameters is observed 
when this is done. Figure 5.2 shows a comparison of bands calculated previously (by 
considering the yrast states only, as in figure 5.1) and the revised calculation.
The increase in the separation of non-yrast and yrast states between that originally 
predicted and that observed is achieved mainly by a 50% increase in the interaction 
between the 0-band and d-band, Vgd. The parameters of the calculation are given in 
column II of table 5.1.
The uniqueness of this particular set of parameters can be demonstrated and error 
limits obtained by considering minimum 5 3 = -  Ecaic)2 curves. This is illus­
trated for the interaction Vgd in figure 5.3, where the curve was obtained by minimising 
S 2 with Vgd fixed at the ordinate value. All inertial parameters (5 0 and C), bandhead
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• ■ Experimental yrast and yrare states _
-----  Predicted energies from f i t  to
yrast states.
-----  Predicted energies from f i t  to
yrast and yrare states.
....... Unperturbed bands from f i t  to
yrast states
-----  Unperturbed bands from f i t  to
yrast and yrare states
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Spin [h]
Figure 5.2: Comparisons between fit to yrast states only (as in figure 5.1) and fit to yrast and yrare 










Figure 5.3: S7 as a function of selected parameters of the gds band-mixing model. The dotted lines 






Figure 5.4: Difference between gds band-mixing model calculated energies and observed yrast and 
yrare energies.
energies and other interactions were allowed to vary freely to obtain a minimum at 
each point. The thirteen yrast states and five non-yrast states shown in figure 5.2 were 
considered in the sum for S3. Approximate error limits are taken by considering the 
values of Vgd at S3 = L33S^<n. It can been seen that Vgd is rather well defined with an 
error of approximately ±20 keV.
Figure 5.3 also shows minimum S3 plots for the inertial parameters 5 0 of the g- 
and d-bands. These are less well defined, showing errors of ±0.03 keV“1 for $So(g) and 
±0.05 keV-1 for öo(d). The reason for this is shown in figure 5.4, where the deviations 
of the experimented state energies from the calculated values are plotted for the yrast 
and yrare states. Agreement is good for the yrast states, but poor for most of the yrare 
states, with the 2j and 0^ having large deviations of the opposite sign. As the energies 
predicted by the gds model must vary smoothly due to the large interaction Vgd} these 
deviations cannot be reproduced; therefore the moments of inertia are not well defined.
5.1 .3  T h e gdrfgS band-m ixing m odel
This lack of agreement can be explained by noting that a third 2+ state lies only 110 keV 
above the 2$ state. This state has been referred to as the bandhead of the “quasi-7” 
band in chapter 4. With such a small separation there is the possibility that mixing 
between the two states has perturbed their observed energies. This is reinforced if the 
trends established by the other states of the quasi-/? and quasi-7 bands are considered.
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Table 5.3: Comparison of calculated and observed state energies in 1720s
Observed Calculated Energy (keV) Wavefunction Amplitudes
State Energy (keV) Previous “) Present b) a<i a 7 a.
o f 0 0 0 0.94 -0.34 0.00
O f 758 731 759 0.34 0.94 - 0.01
2f 228 229 227 0.90 -0.42 0.12 0.00
21 810 833 810 0.35 0.51 -0.79 0.00
21 919 919 0.28 0.75 0.60 - 0.01
4f 606 606 608 0.82 -0.56 0.11 0.00
41 1138 1062 1137 0.58 0.79 - 0.20 - 0.01
4f 1340 1339 0.02 0.23 0.97 - 0.01
6 f 1055 1054 1052 0.67 -0.73 0.11 0.00
6f 1551 1421 1552 0.74 0.67 -0.06 - 0.02
6 3 1885 1885 -0.03 0.12 0.99 - 0.02
8 f 1525 1528 1525 0.50 - 0.86 0.09 0.01
0
0 2094 1913 2094 0.86 0.50 0.00 -0.05
a) From 3-band fit to yrast states.
b) From 4-band fit to yrast and non-yrast states.
If the 2f state is not considered when fitting the quasi-/? band states (i.e. the yrare 
states) with the gds model, it is possible to extract the unperturbed energy of the 2f  
state (i.e. the energy of the state without the assumed interaction with the 23 state). 
Similarly, by extrapolating downwards from the quasi-7 band 4a and 6 3  states, the 
energy of the unperturbed 23 state can be obtained. Such “unperturbed” 2f  and 23 
states would have been almost degenerate, implying that a strong mixing between the 
states is likely. Also, as EO transitions between pure K  — 0 and K  — 2 bands are 
forbidden due to the selection rule A K  — 0 [Sh74], the high value of the conversion 
coefficient for the 2f —► 2f 691 keV transition shown in table 4.2 is also evidence for 
mixing.
The data were subsequently fitted with the inclusion of a fourth band, labelled the 








Figure 5.5: Band-mixing (gdygj) calculation and observed states for 0 < I  < 12.
and the interactions between the g-band, d-band and 7g band were fitted to the observed 
yrast, quasi-/? and quasi-7 band states. The interactions between the 5-band and the 
other three bands were fixed at 29 keV (although the exact values are not significant in 
the low spin region). Figure 5.5 shows the results of this fit diagramatically. Since the 
extracted interaction between the d- and 75-bands is much smaller than the interaction 
between the g- and d-bands, the only significant effect of the 7^-band is the perturbation 
of the 2+ states due to the accidental degeneracy of the unperturbed states. Calculated 
energies and wave functions are given in table 5.3, along with the observed state energies 
and, for comparison, the energies originally calculated by the gds model fit to the yrast 
states.
The parameters obtained are given in column III of table 5.1. The general con­
sistency with the earlier parameter sets should be noted. In particular, the VMI pa­
rameters and C describing the g-band and d-band have values similar to those of 
the earlier fit to the yrast and yrare states (column II). Also, the inertial parameters 
for the 7^-band are very similar to those of the g-band, which indicate that they are 
based upon states of the same deformation, as would be expected if the 7,-band were 
vibrational in character.
The local perturbation of the 2+ quasi-/? band state by the close-lying quasi-7 band 
state is not an isolated occurrence, as a similar effect occurs in 180Os [Ki93]. Systematics
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of the excitation energies of the quasi-/? and quasi-7 bands in 174-1840s are shown in 
figure 5.6 and although the quasi-7 band energies remain roughly constant, the quasi-/? 
band energies fall with decreasing neutron number from 182Os (N=106) and minimise 
at 1740s (N=98), rising again in 1720s. At 180Os (N=104) and as shown now in 1720s 
(N=96) it is at a similar energy to the quasi-7 band, and mixing between the 2+ states 
occurs, giving rise to a local perturbation, one result of which is an EO component in 
the quasi-7 t°  yrast —► 2+ transitions in both nuclei.
Figure 5.7 shows the minimum S 2 plotted as a function of Vgd, G0(<7) and 5 0(d) for 
the gchfgS model. When compared with figure 5.3, it can be seen that both Q0(<7) and 
Q0(d) are better defined, which reflects the better reproduction of the yrare energies 
by this model. A conservative estimate of the error on $So(g) and S 0(d) would be 
±0.001 keV"1.
5.1 .4  N o tes  on th e  sp in -ind ep en dent in teraction  Vgd
All of the interactions in the band mixing models have been assumed to be spin- 
independent. It is possible this is not the case, and in this section an alternative spin- 
dependent form for the interaction is discussed and compared with the data. The strong 
interaction Vgd will focussed upon, and the form of the spin dependence considered will 
be Vgd = V0I ( I  + 1). Such a form is calculated between the ground-state and beta- 
vibrational bands in the rotation-vibration model [Ei87],
The obvious feature of such an interaction is a strong increase with increasing 
spin. If only two-state mixing is considered, at 7 = 0 no interaction occurs and the 
unperturbed states have the same energy difference as the ‘perturbed’ states. The 
minimum separation for perturbed states of higher spin is 2V, i.e. 2V0I ( I  + 1).
In the case of 1720s, this implies that, using such an interaction, a crossing of the 
g- and d- bands could not occur below spin 8h. If such a crossing did occur near spin 
7, the separation of the 7+ and 7 / states would be close to 2V0I ( I  + 1 ), whereas the 
separation of the 7 + 2 states would be greater than 2V0(I  + 2)(7 + 3). The ratio of 
these separations is independent of V0, and for 7 < 8h it is greater than 1.7, which is 
not observed in the data (from 7 = Oh to 7 = 6h, the energy separations decrease with 
increasing spin).
Although no band-crossing can occur, the low-spin anomaly in the yrast band could 
still be produced by a strong increase in the interaction, which would require a relatively 
large value for Vo. However, a large value of V0 may overestimate the separations of 
the states below the region of the anomaly.
To demonstrate these points, the yrast and non-yrast states in 1720s between spins 
0 and 12 were fitted with the band mixing model modified so that the interaction Vgd 
was 7(7 + 1) dependent. The inertial parameters and bandhead energies of the g-, dr 
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Figure 5.7: S 7 as a function of selected param eters of the gdryas band-mixing model. The dotted  
lines are drawn at j  of the minimum value attained and the intersection with the curves indicate 
approxim ate error limits.
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•Spin dependent interaction 
oSpin independent interaction
Spin [h]
Figure 5.8: The difference between experimental 1720 s energy separations A E =  E ( l f  ) — E(I* ) and 
those calculated from band mixing fits is shown. The solid points are from the results of a fit using a 
spin-dependent interaction Vg<i =  VE>/(/ +  l), while open points are calculated using a fit with a constant 
Vgd (parameters given in column III of table 5.1). The latter is evidently in far better agreement with 
experiment.
fit. As expected from the discussion above, the resulting g- and d-bands did not cross, 
while the resulting interaction was Vg<i = 1.657(7 + 1) keV.
The differences between the calculated and observed energy separations A77 = 
77(73") ~ 77(7*) are shown in figure 5.8, along with those calculated from the fit given 
by the parameters in column III of table 5.1. The spin-dependent interaction does 
not give as good results as the spin-independent interaction. The separation at 4h is 
underestimated, indicating the the interaction is too weak at this spin, while at 8h the 
separation is too large, implying that there the interaction is too strong.
It appears that the data do not support the hypothesis of strong spin-dependent 
interactions. Further comments on this point will be made in chapter 6, where the 
interaction between states of different deformation will be examined by using a simple 
collective potential.
5.2 Light Platinum  isotopes
5.2.1 P h en om enolog ica l band m ixing m odel
A phenomenological band-mixing model was applied to the light Pt isotopes by Dra- 
coulis et al. [Dr86] in a paper reporting the determination of the yrast sequences of 
i76,i78pt Spjn> The model analysis was carried out for the even Pt isotopes
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from 176Pt to 188Pt. Each of two bands was represented by an expression of the form 
Ei = E0 4- A I{I  + 1) + l)]2. Second order coefficients B were taken as being the
same for each band, and the interaction V  between states of identical spin was taken 
as constant. The procedure used to find the model parameters is detailed in [Dr86]. 
Essentially, it was assumed that at higher spins the (unmixed) bands are sufficiently 
far apart that the perturbations are negligible. From the observed yrast states with 
I  = 8 to I  = 14, the inertial parameters and bandhead energy of one band were deter­
mined. This unperturbed bandhead energy was used in conjunction with the observed 
(perturbed) O* and O3 states to determine the interaction between the bands. Finally, 
the inertial parameters for the second band were determined from the calculated 2j 
energy, the interaction and the energy of the yrast 2+ state.
The results of this analysis were to determine that, for all of the isotopes considered, 
the moment of inertia parameters A of the two bands differed by a factor of approxi­
mately four, a difference interpreted as a deformation difference between the intrinsic 
states upon which the bands were based. In contrast to 1720s, where the bandhead of 
the more deformed (d-) band has a significantly larger excitation energy than that of 
the less deformed (<7-) band, for 180>182pt the d-band was found to be the least excited. 
In 178Pt the analysis predicted the bandhead energies to be almost equal, while for 
176Pt the 0-band became lowest.
5.2.2 B and-m ixin g m odel applied to  yrast and non-yrast sta tes
The predictions of the original paper [Dr86] for the (perturbed) non-yrast states are 
shown in figure 5.9 for 176-184Pt, along with states observed in the present study and 
from the literature [Ha79, Dr86, Xu92]. It should be noted that the the predicted 2+ 
states for the excited band all lie close to the observed 23" states. However, additional 
states of the same spin and parity are observed in some cases and the predicted excited 
4+ states lie near the 43 in 180Pt and 182Pt, and the 4 |  state in 184Pt.
In 1720s (see previous sections) and 180Os [Ki93], evidence of 2+ 7-vibrational states 
mixing with other 2+ states has been noted. However the intervening isotopes 174_1780s 
do not show signs of such mixing, essentially because the ‘intruder’ states fall lower in 
these nuclei, while the 7-vibration bandhead remains at a higher energy [Ki93]. As the 
Pt isotopes are more 7-soft than the Os isotopes, the 7-vibrational states are expected to 
have lower excitation energies. Here it is proposed that these states will mix with those 
predicted by the band-mixing model for all spins observed. In figure 5.9 candidates for 
the (mixed) 7-vibrational states can be seen, particularly in the case of 180Pt, where 
the 2g and 4j states are possibly associated with the lowest 7-vibration mode.
As two different deformations are postulated to exist, two 7-vibrational bands may 
well be present in each isotope, one based on the <7-deformation, and the other on the 




Figure 5.9: Observed even-spin yrast (filled squares) and non-yrast (filled circles) states in light Pt 
isotopes. The joined open symbols represent the states calculated by the two-band mixing model used in 
[Dr86] which, for the yrast states, coincide with the observed states. Symbols in parentheses represent 
states with a tentative spin assignment. Data from this work and [Ha79, Dr86, Ce90, Xu92, Wa93]. 
Compare with figure 2.2, which shows only the states known before this work.
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the same spin.
To quantify these ideas, a fitting procedure similar to that described in the previous 
section on 1730s and in [Ki93, Ba90, Ba91] has been used. Three VMI bands were 
incorporated; two K  — 0 bands and a K  = 2 band, which were selected in analogy to 
the gdrfgs model used for 172Os. No s-band was included as the data were restricted to 
states with I  < 12ft, far enough below the expected s-band crossing for the influence 
of such states to be considered negligible. (In 180Pt the s-band crosses the p-band 
near I  = 18ft with a interaction strength of approximately 30 keV [Vo90]. The s- 
band crossing would be expected to occur at a similar spin in 178Pt and 182Pt.) In 
addition, only one K  = 2 band is used, even though two 7-bands may be present, as 
the experimental data is not complete enough to justify the inclusion of an additional 
band in the analysis. This may lead to inaccurate calculation of the non-yrast wave 
functions, as will be discussed in section 5.3.11.
As the maximum spin observed in the 180Pt and 183Pt measurements is approxi­
mately 4ft, the number of non-yrast states observed is rather limited and this would 
make it difficult to determine independent inertial parameters for all three bands. How­
ever, the 7-bandhead state is assumed to be vibrational in nature with its mean de­
formation equal to that of the state upon which the vibration is based. With this 
consideration, the inertial parameters of the K  — 2 ‘7-vibrational’ band (5o and C ) 
were constrained to be the same as those for either the p-band, or the d-band, depending 
on which was found to lie lowest (i.e. have the smallest E0) by the fitting procedure.
The inertial parameters for the two K  = 0 bands and the excitation energies of the 
three bands, along with three interaction parameters, were fitted to the state energies 
observed in the decay experiments for 178.180.182p t. In addition, the yrast states up 
to I  = 12ft observed in (HI,xn) reactions were included in the data set. Distinctive 
moments of inertia supported the existence of d- and p-bands. As in [Dr86], the d- 
band proved to have the lowest excitation energy in all three cases (although by only a 
small margin in 178Pt); hence the vibrational band is called the ‘7<*’-band, as its inertial 
parameters are the same as those of the d-band.
The fits yield energies and wavefunctions for the mixed states. The fitted energies 
are compared with the observed energies in tables 5.4, 5.5 and 5.6. The agreement is, 
in general, rather good. A graphical example of the three-band mixing, showing the 
bands for 180Pt, is given in figure 5.10. As expected, the bandhead energies for the d- 
and p-bands have changed little between the analysis in [Dr86] and the present results, 
as shown in figure 5.11. Also shown in figure 5.11 are the bandhead energies obtained 
for 176Pt, which have been determined using the present model (without a 7-band) 
employing the yrast states and the Oj" state at 443 keV, as recently reported in [Wa93]. 
In the original analysis [Dr86], an energy of 433 keV was used for the O2 state, as had 
been reported by Hagberg et al. [Ha70], but the difference makes only a small change
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0+ 0 0 -0.739 0.000 0.674
421 421 -0.674 0.000 -0.739
2+ 170 171 0.875 -0.010 -0.484
653 653 -0.474 0.188 -0.860
971 0.100 0.982 0.159
4+ 428 425 -0.942 0.023 0.336
1058 1058 -0.294 0.427 -0.855
1205 0.163 0.904 0.395
6+ 757 762 -0.968 0.030 0.251
1477 1477 0.064 -0.931 0.358
1639 0.245 0.363 0.899
8+ 1179 1176 -0.979 0.034 0.201
1897 -0.001 -0.987 0.162
2239 0.204 0.159 0.966
to the band-mixing model parameters.
Table 5.7 gives the parameters determined from the fits. The inertial parameters for 
the d-band can be seen to be roughly constant over the isotopes. The same comment 
obviously applies to the 7^-band, as its inertial parameters were fixed to the d-band 
values. The <j-band shows some variation, particularly in the stiffness parameter C(g).  
The value of C(g ) for 178P t seems to be reasonable, while for 180>182P t it has increased 
to a large value. However, the limited number of non-yrast states observed in 180*182Pt 
makes the value of C(g)  rather poorly defined in these cases, and the variation in the 
values is probably a result of this.
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a d a 7* a g
0+ 0 2 -0.795 0.000 0.606
478 477 -0.606 0.000 -0.795
2+ 153 148 0.883 -0.053 -0.467
677 678 -0.425 0.333 -0.841
861 862 0.200 0.941 0.272
4+ 411 414 -0.955 0.073 0.288
1049 1048 0.007 -0.964 0.266
1248 1248 0.297 0.256 0.920
6+ 757 759 -0.980 0.084 0.178
1381 -0.071 -0.994 0.080
2047 0.184 0.007 0.981
8+ 1182 1181 -0.989 0.089 0.120
1795 -0.085 -0.996 0.032
3068 0.120 0.043 0.992
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Table 5.6: Calculation results for 182Pt
Observed Calculated Wavefunction Amplitudes
State Energy (keV) Energy (keV) a d a 7< a?
0+ 0 4 -0.810 0.000 0.587
499 497 -0.587 0.000 -0.810
2+ 155 147 -0.880 0.059 0.472
668 671 -0.403 0.434 -0.806
855 857 0.252 0.899 0.358
4+ 419 422 -0.949 0.083 0.305
1032 1032 0.027 -0.940 0.340
1239 1239 0.314 0.331 0.890
6+ 774 778 -0.977 0.097 0.188
1384 -0.078 -0.991 0.108
2022 0.197 0.091 0.976
8+ 1205 1204 -0.987 0.106 0.124
1803 -0.099 -0.994 0.056





F igure  5.10: Band-mixing (g d ry j.) calculation for 180Pt and the observed states.
F igure 5.11: Bandhead energies for the d-band (circles) and ^-band (squares) in the light Pt isotopes. 
Open symbols are the original values given in [Dr86], while filled symbols are the d g n  model values as 
determined from this work.
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Table 5.7: Phenomenological model parameters for Pt isotopes
Parameters 1,aPt isopt 178Pt 176Pt
g-band %o{g) (x 10-3 keV-1) 1.18 1.06 0.46 0.17
C(g) (xlO6 keV3) 61.7 34.9 2.5 1.6
E 0 (g) (keV ) 327 302 230 82
d-band (d) (XlO"3 keV“1) 2.85 3.09 3.08 3.08
C(d) (xlO6 keV3) 2.7 3.6 3.2 2.2
Eo(d) (keV) 174 177 191 361
7^-band “) ^o(7d) ( xlO-3 keV-1 ) 2.85 b) 3.09 b) 3.08 b)
C M ( xlO6 keV3 ) 2.7 c) 3.6 c) 3.2 c)
E o M ( keV ) 785 807 928
Vgd ( keV ) 234 229 210 172
Vru ( keV ) 46 34 47
( keV ) 69 59 35
a) K  was set to 2 for the 7^-band.
*) Constrained to be identical to $So(d). 
c) Constrained to be identical to C(d).
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5.3 Transition Strengths
5.3.1 C alculation of transition  stren gths
As the band-mixing models yield the wave function of each state, and the quadrupole 
moment of each intrinsic state can be calculated approximately from the inertial param­
eters of the associated bands, the 7-ray E2 strengths between states can be determined. 
The general form of the expression used is
B{EL ; Ji J}) = £ 4 4  <; ieli*>
j ,  *
2
(5.6)
where j, k are summation indices over the g-, dr, 7g-} 7*- and 5-bands. The wave function 
amplitudes in the initial and final states of the transition are represented by A.*• and A[. 
The matrix elements in the above summation are given in terms of intrinsic quadrupole 
moment matrix elements by the expression
< j  I E 2 I k >=  ^5/16* < Ji 2 Ki A K  \ Jj K f > e < j  \ Qo \ k > . (5.7)
where Kj  and K{ refer to the K-values of the states j  and k respectively (K  = 0, except 
for K  = 2 7fl and 7  ^ states), and AK  =| Kj  — K* |.
The well-known Alaga rules (see, for example, [Ca90]) for ratios of transitions 
strengths from a state can be derived as a special case of the above relations, when no 
mixing is present (i.e. both wave functions have a single non-zero amplitude). In this 
case, the quadrupole moment matrix elements cancel in the ratio, which becomes
B(E2] Jj -  Jt ) _ < Jj 2 Kj  AK  \ Jf K f > 3
b [e 2\ Ji —> J'j ) < Ji2 Ki A K  j Jj Kj  > 3' 1 J
5.3.2 C alculation  o f quadrupole m om ent m atrix  e lem en ts
The quadrupole moments < j  \ Qo \ j  > can be calculated using the empirical relation 
of equation 5.4 (in section 5.1.1). Table 5.8 shows the results of this relation applied to 
the unperturbed bands in 1730s and Pt isotopes, using the inertial parameters given in 
column III of table 5.1 and table 5.7.
It should be noted that equation 5.4 is only approximate. It was compiled from 
a survey of ö 03 and Q0 (obtained from B(E2)  values of 2* —* Of transitions) for 
12 < A < 252 [Ma69, Sc76], and is closely related to the Grodzins formula [Gr62]. In 
[Dr88], a local estimate for k in equation 5.4 is established by considering the lifetimes 
of the 2f states in 168W, 170W and 173W. The value they obtain is k = 45 bfkeV]1/3, 
slightly higher the the global estimate of 39.4 tykeV]1/3. A change of the constant k 
in equation 5.4 will affect absolute strengths but not branching ratios, and the uncer­
tainty in k will be commented on in sections 5.3.5 and 5.3.8, where the calculated and 
experimental strengths for yrast transitions are considered.
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Table 5.8: Deformation parameters associated with unperturbed bands
Band So, (keV -1) Qo (eb) A
172 Os 9 0.0112 4.18 0.16
d 0.0309 6.94 0.27
la 0.0107 4.09 0.16
s 0.0126 4.44 0.17
176Pt d 0.031 7.01 0.26
9 0.0072 3.36 0.13
178Pt d ,ld 0.031 6.99 0.26
9 0.0085 3.64 0.14
180Pt d a d 0.031 6.99 0.26
9 0.011 4.13 0.15
182 Pt d a d 0.029 6.74 0.25
9 0.012 4.32 0.16
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Although a change in k will not affect calculated branching ratios, a change in the 
form of equation 5.4 might. One possibility is that the quadrupole moment may be 
spin dependent. The VMI moment of inertia increases with increasing spin and the 
beta-stretching model of Diamond, Stephens and Swiatecki [Di64], a precursor of the 
VMI formalism, postulated that this increase was due to actual changes in deformation. 
Conversely, it is known that Coriolis anti-pairing [M06O] acts to increase the moment 
of inertia with spin, and may not be related to shape change. Both of these effects 
are probably present to some extent, but exactly how they interplay is unknown. Such 
considerations must be kept in mind and install a degree of inherent uncertainty in the 
transition strength calculations.
The off-diagonal matrix elements are not well-known, although it is possible to 
calculate them if a specific nuclear model model is assumed. For example, in the 
rotation-vibration model described by Eisenberg and Greiner [Ei87] the off-diagonal 
matrix element between the g- and 7^-bands is given by
< g I Qo I 7, > .  . -  °-72^ »
< 9 I Qo I 9 > ~  1 + 0.36/3(g) -  0.360 { g ) - § ^
(5.9)
where ß(g) is the deformation of the p-band. Substituting ß(g) «  0.16 and the appro­
priate bandhead energies yields < g \ Qo | 7* > ~  0.3 < g \ Q0 \ g >• However, the 
approach taken in the following sections will be that a priori values for the off-diagonal 
matrix elements shall not be assumed, but the branching ratios and absolute transition 
strengths will be examined as functions of the off-diagonal elements and compared with 
the experimental data.
To facilitate this, the off-diagonal matrix elements can be represented by a fraction 
of the average of the appropriate diagonal elements, i.e.
(< j  I Qo I i  > + < k I Qo I k >)< j  I Qo I k >= pjk (5.10)
where these matrix elements axe scaled by the dimensionless quantities p,k. Further­
more, the quadrupole moment matrix is assumed to be symmetric;
< k I Qo I j  > = <  j \ Q 0 \ k > (5.11)
5 .3 .3  C om m ent on th e  non-uniqueness o f the wave functions
At this point it is appropriate to mention that the phases of the interaction matrix 
elements V j k are not uniquely determined by fitting the experimental energies. The 
wave functions are affected if the off-diagonal phases in the interaction matrix are 
changed, suggesting that the transition strengths depend on the choice of phases for
V,».
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As an example, for the gdrygs  model used with 1720 s, the following phase changes 
do not alter the calculated energies
v ad => - V gdt Vn § =>-V„at Vd t^ - V d$ and V7ft => -V 7ft (5.12)
but the calculated wave functions are changed (certain components change phase). 
However, when calculating the transition strengths, if corresponding phase changes are 
made to the quadrupole moment matrix elements, the results are the same as they 
would have been had neither set of phase changes been made. For instance, if the 
changes 5.12 given above had been applied to the interaction matrix, the modifications
< 9 I Qo I d >=> -  < g I Qo \ d  >, < 9 \ Qo \ 19 >=> -  < g \ Qo 119 >,
< d I Q0 I 3 >=> -  < d I Qo I s > and < 7, | Qo | -s >=> ~ < 19 | Qo | >
(5.13)
would result in the the transition strengths being unaltered. The non-uniqueness of the 
interaction matrix elements is therefore not of concern, as the effect of any changes to 
the wave functions caused by using a different set of interactions can be countered by 
changing the phase of selected off-diagonal quadrupole moment matrix elements.
5.3.4 172Os: B ranching ratios and off-diagonal m atrix  elem ents
The calculated B(E2) values can be converted into relative 7-ray intensities by mul­
tiplying by E*, while the 7-ray branching ratios can be obtained from the observed 
intensities. Where an Ml admixture is significant the observed transition probability 
will be greater than that expected for a pure E2 transition, as the M l component will 
have a partial lifetime that is comparable to that of the E2 component, so the total 
lifetime of the initial state will be shortened. In such cases the actual B(E2) value will 
be weaker than that inferred from the 7-ray intensity.
In figure 5.12, selected branching ratios from yrare states, calculated as a function 
of pgd and p97i and using the wave functions in table 5.3, are compared to the experi­
mentally observed ratios, or a limit in the case of the ratio because the 4j —► 2+
transition is not observed. The quantities pd7§ and pgd are assumed to be the same to 
simplify the presentation of the calculations. A partial justification for this is that the 
mean deformation of the 7  ^ intrinsic state is expected to be the same as that of the g 
intrinsic state. The three off-diagonal elements involving the s-band are set to zero as, 
for the states considered, s-band components are insignificant in the wave functions.
There are eleven other possible branching ratios from the yrare states to known 
states that are not shown in figure 5.12. The eight branches 2 \  —> Oa , 2  ^ —► 41, 
42" - > 23,43 —► 6+, öa- -H► 4 j , 63 -* 8J", 83 -*■ 63 and 83* —> lOj- are not shown as the 
transition energies are too small for the calculated branches to be significant (due to the
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: Values of the off-diagonal matrix elements prTf and pg<i = p i gd that allow experimentally 
observed branching ratios in 172 Os to be calculated correctly. The shaded areas represent those regions 
of the Pg-t§-pgd plane that satisfy the given condition. Large *+' and ‘ — ’ symbols indicate regions where 
the calculated quantity is larger or smaller than the experimental value or limit.
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Table 5.9: Lifetimes and B (E 2) values for yrast band transitions
Transition Mean Life a) B(E2) e2f:m4
ps Expt Model6)
2 0 165 ±11 6620 ±440 6283
4 -+ 2 10.1 +i.i- 0 . 7 9930 +  1080 - 6 9 0 10748
6 —► 4 2.3 ±0.2 19000 ±1650 14697
8 - 6 1.7 + 0 .7- 0 . 2 20270 + 8 3 5 0- 2 3 8 0 18240
10 -4 8 1.6 + 0 .3- 0 . 2 16130 + 3 0 2 0- 2 0 2 0 20073
12 —► 10 1.1 + 0 .4- 0 .1 15770 +  5730  - 1 4 3 0 20328
a) from [Vi89].
b) assuming pgig = pgd = pdy§ = -0.3.
E* factor). They are also not observed experimentally. The three branches 4^ —► 4+, 
6^ —► 6+ and 83" —► 8+ are not shown in figure 5.12 as the mixing ratios have not been 
determined and any unknown Ml components could distort the comparison between 
calculated values and experiment.
The figure shows that there is no set of off-diagonal matrix elements that will 
reproduce all four experimental ratios. In particular, the -4— limit is inconsistent
4 3 —
^ 4  t 2^ 4*4 (2^ *
with both the -4—-4 and —-4 ratios. However, from panels (a), (c) and (d) it can be 
seen that the ratios of the branches from the 2a , 63 and 83 states can be approximately 
reproduced if pgig «  —0.3 and pgd = pdyg «  -0.3.
5.3.5 172Os: Yrast band absolu te transition  stren gth s
Virtanen et al. [Vi88, Vi89] have measured the lifetimes of yrast states in 172Os and 
these are given in table 5.9, along with the values calculated from the model wave 
functions using off-diagonal elements pgi — pgd — pdlg = —0.3. Noting the large errors 
on the measurements for the higher spin transitions, reasonable agreement between 
the calculated and observed values could be claimed in every case but the 6+ —► 4+ 
transition.
As an example of the dependencies of the absolute transition strengths on the off- 
diagonal matrix elements, figure 5.13 shows all values of pgig and pgd = pdyg which 
satisfy the experimental limits for the value of B(E2\2*  —> 0+).
5.3.6 Sum m ary o f transition  stren gth  calcu lation s for 172Os
The value of pjk = —0.3 for all of the off-diagonal matrix elements allows most of the 
experimental data to be reproduced. There are two main exceptions, as stated in the
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B(E2; 2 1 —>01) =
(6620 ± 440) e 2£m4
Pgd
Figure 5.13: Values of the off-diagonal m atrix elements pg^g and pgd =  p i gd in the shaded region 
allow the 172 Os observed 2* —► 0^ " transition strength to be reproduced by the calculation. The 
transition strength is calculated to be larger than the observed value to the left of the shaded area, and 
smaller to the right.
sections above; the branching ratio, and the value of B(E2\§+ —► 4+). It has
been shown that no values of pgit and pgi — ptlt  will allow all of the branching ratios to 
be reproduced simultaneously. This conclusion is unchanged by the results of a further 
calculation, not shown here, where the condition pgd =  pcj7f is removed. It must be 
concluded that the wave functions yielded by the band-mixing model are inaccurate, 
at least for some of the states (possibly the 2+, 2j , 4+ and/or 4j states).
The calculation of the transition strengths from the wave functions obtained with 
the band-mixing model is in an unsatisfactory state, as it has been determined that 
no consistent set of off-diagonal quadrupole moment matrix elements allows the repro­
duction of all of the experimental branching ratios. This problem will be addressed in 
section 5.3.11, after the light Pt isotopes are considered.
5.3.7 Branching ratios in 178Pt
The strong mixing of the three intrinsic states for spins < 8h in the Pt isotopes gives 
a situation different to that seen in 172Os, where the only branching ratio that was 
strongly dependent on pgig was that from the 2  ^ state. Here all of the branching ratios 
have a strong dependence on all off-diagonal matrix elements.
A comparison of experimental and calculated branching ratios from the 2^, 4j 
and 62" yrare states of 178Pt is shown in figure 5.14. The assumption pgil =  p±g has 
been made (analogous to the pdll = pgd assumption made in figure 5.12 for 1720s). 
By inspection of figure 5.14 (b) and (c), it can be seen that the off-diagonal values
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Pgd = Pg-fg = Pfgd — —0.3, which were discussed in relation to 1720s, will not reproduce 
the limits observed for the and branching ratios. However, in contrast
to 1720s, there is a region of off-diagonal values that yields branching ratios that are 
consistent will all observed branching ratios in 178Pt. This region is near the origin in 
figure 5.14, i.e. pdg — P d n  —  P n g  —  0.
It should be commented that such small values may be unphysical and inconsis­
tent with the strength of the interaction Vg<i (which may imply a considerable overlap 
between the wave functions of the g- and d-states); but no other set of values gives 
the same agreement. It is possible that a relaxation of the condition pdg = pgl4 would 
admit additional solutions.
5.3 .8  Y rast band transition  stren gth s in 176,178,i80P t
Lifetimes of states in the ground state bands of 176Pt and 178Pt have been measured 
by Dracoulis et al. [Dr86], and lifetimes of ground state band states in 180Pt have 
been measured by Noorman [No91]. Transition strengths can be calculated from these 
values, as in section 5.3.5.
Figure 5.15 compares the values calculated from the lifetimes given in [Dr86, No91] 
with the strengths calculated by the band-mixing model using pdg = pdy4 = pl4g = 0. 
(For 176Pt, a 7-band was not used as non-yrast states, apart from the Oj level at 
443 keV, are unknown and hence the calculated values may be less reliable.) For 
176Pt, the trend of the experimental results is that the transitions from the 2+ state 
is significantly weaker than transitions from higher states, which show a constant or 
possibly slight increase in strength with increasing initial state spin. The calculation 
reproduces the strong rise between the 2+ —> 0+ and 4+ —♦ 2+ transitions, but predicts 
this increase to be the same between the 4+ —> 2+ and 6+ —> 4+ transitions. For 
transitions from higher spin states, the calculated strength only shows a small increase 
with spin. The agreement between the experimental points and the calculation is 
therefore not particularly good.
The comparison between calculated and observed strengths in 178Pt and 180Pt is 
more difficult to interpret. The predicted increase in strength between the 2+ —► 0+ 
and 4+ —► 2+ transitions is similar to that in 176Pt. The increase is not observed 
in 180Pt, and in 178Pt the lifetime of the 2+ state has not been measured. For the 
transitions above spin 4, the increase predicted by the calculations is less than that 
in the 176Pt calculation, but not observed in the three measurements which have error 
limits small enough to be useful (the 6+ —> 4+ and 8+ —► 6+ transitions in 178Pt and 
the 10+ —* 8+ transition in 180Pt).
To summarize, the calculations predict a strong increase in the transition strength 
from the 2+ —► 0+ transitions to the 4+ —> 2+ transitions and from the 4+ —* 2+ 
transition to the 6+ —► 4+ transition in 176Pt. They predict a gradual increase in
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Figure 5.14. Values of the off-diagonal matrix elements pd~n and pdg =  p~ng that allow experimentally 
observed branching ratios in 178Pt to be calculated correctly. The shaded areas represent those regions 
of the pdn-Pdg plane that satisfy the given condition. Large '+ ’ and symbols indicate regions where 









Figure 5.15: Experim entally determined and calculated yrast band transition strengths in 179P t, 
178P t and 180P t. D ata from [Dr86] (178,l78P t)  and [No91] ( 180P t). All of the off-diagonal m atrix 
elements were set to zero in the calculations.
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strength for higher spin transitions. Apart from the 2+ —+ 0+ to 4+ —► 2+ increase in 
176Pt, the measurements do not show such an increase (although most of the data is 
reproduced by the calculations to within approximately 20%).
The implications for the band mixing model are unclear. There is uncertainty about 
the off-diagonal matrix elements used, so the calculations are not definitive. It can be 
concluded that the low-spin increase in the transition strengths for 176Pt is encouraging 
for the model, while the low strengths seen in the higher spin states of 178-180pt are not. 
A measurement of the transition strength for the 2+ —► 0+ transition in 178Pt would be 
useful, as would better quality results for 180Pt.
5.3 .9  B ran ch ing ratios in 180P t and 182P t
The absence of population of states higher than spin 4h in these nuclei poses special 
problems for the accurate determination of branching ratios from non-yrast states. 
Transitions feeding the non-yrast states described by the band mixing model are either 
absent or very weak. Accurate branching ratios are normally determined from the 
relative intensities of 7-rays observed in gates on these feeding transitions. The only 
state for which reasonable information could be obtained by this method is the 2^ 
state in 183 Pt. Although estimates for the branching ratios from other states could be 
determined by other methods, they will not be discussed here, as they are generally 
less reliable.
2+ _^2+
The region of off-diagonal values which satisfy the experimental value of the
2 a  - * O l
branching ratio is shown in figure 5.16 (b), while panels (a) and (c) show the same for 
the observed limits on the and branching ratios. Panel (d) in the figure
shows the overlap of the three regions in the preceeding panels. It should be noted 
the off-diagonal values that allowed all the branching ratios for 178Pt to be reproduced, 
Pig = Pd-u = P-yd9 — 0, do not allow either of the limits to be satisfied, predicting larger 
2a —> 0a and 2^ —► 4+ branches than are observed.
5.3 .10  S u m m ary of th e  tran sition  stren gth  calcu lation s for the light 
P t iso to p es
As in the 1730s analysis, the comparison of calculated and observed transition strengths 
revealed some problems. Branching ratios from yrare states in 178Pt could only be 
reproduced if all of the off-diagonal quadrupole moment matrix elements were close 
to zero. These are in contrast to the values of = —0.3 discussed in relation to 
173Os, and it is unlikely that the actual matrix elements are vanishingly small. Yrast 
band transition strengths, when calculated using these values, gave values inconsistent 
with measured values, although the rise of the transition strength with spin in 176Pt 
low-spin transitions were calculated well. In 180Pt and 183Pt the low spin population
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Figure 5.16: Shaded areas represent those regions of the p d -u ~ P d g  plane tha t satisfy the given exper­
im ental branching ratios from the 2, s ta te  in 182 P t. Panel (d) is the intersection of the shaded regions 
in panels (a), (b) and (c); th is shows the possible set of values th a t will reproduce the three branching 
ratios.
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limited the number and accuracy of the branching ratios that could be determined. As 
a result, only the 2j state in 182Pt was examined, and those branching ratios required 
off-diagonal matrix elements that were much greater than zero in magnitude.
5.3.11 7 -vibrational bands based on secondary m inim a
The assumption of differing deformation for the g and d intrinsic states allows the pos­
sibility of vibrational states based on both of the deformations. In the band-mixing 
analyses only one of these vibrational states has been considered, the 7-vibration asso­
ciated with the lowest lying unperturbed intrinsic state (which is the g state in 172Os, 
and the d state in 178>180>182pt). It is natural to expect that 7-vibrational states based 
on the other intrinsic state also exist.
In a recent letter on 184Pt, Xu et al. [Xu92] interpret 2+, 3+ and 4+ states at 1173, 
1470 and 1597 keV respectively, as being members of a “7-band” built on the excited 
shape coexisting structure. In the terms used in the present paper, such states could 
arise from vibrational states built on the ^-bandhead configuration. As described in 
chapter 4, states with J T — 2+ have also been seen at energies similar to that of the 
184Pt 2+ state (1173 keV) in 182Pt (1182.2 keV) and 180Pt (1177.5 keV). These states 
also exhibit an E0 decay to the 2+ states as described for 184Pt in [Xu92].
A qualitative estimate can be made of the excitation energy of such states, if the 
quanta of the two vibrational excitations are assumed to be the same, i.e. £0(7*) — 
E0(g) = E0{^d) — E0(d), although this is unlikely to be the case. For 178.180.182p t} 
this results in a bandhead energy of the vibration based on the g state of £0(7$) = 
E0(g) + £0(7*) -  E0(d)i giving #0(7$) = 967 keV for 178Pt and £0(7$) ~  935 keV for 
lso.iMpt At such energies, there may be significant mixing of the 7  ^ band states with 
the g- and 7^-band states.
To estimate the extent of this mixing, the dg^d band-mixing model for the Pt 
isotopes can be extended to include the 75-band, and the parameters already determined 
can be used to estimate the parameters for the 7  ^ band and its interactions with the 
other bands. The following substitutions for the band parameters seem reasonable: 
^0(7*) = %(g), C(lg) — Eo{lg) as given in previous paragraph and # (7 ,)  = 2.
The choice of the interactions is more difficult, but the following seem plausible: V91t = 
^74) ^ 7 , — j^74 and ^47, = Vdg.
Calculations were made using the parameters given in table 5.7 and including an 
additional band with the parameters discussed above. No attempt was made to fit the 
calculated perturbed energies to the experimental state energies, as the results are only 
to be indicative of which states may mix substantially with 7g band states. Figure 5.17 
shows the calculated amplitude of the 7, band in the perturbed states. A similar 
calculation has been done for 1720s, showing 7  ^ amplitudes in the perturbed states.
In all of the yrast states, the amplitude of the vibrational state is rather low.
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Figure 5.17: Estim ates of the am plitude of a possible 7 * (in 172Os) or 7  ^ (in 178*l80>182pt) component 
in the wave functions of the yrast and non-yrast states th a t were considered in the band-m ixing analyses.
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However, many other states have a significant component, including the 2^ states in 
1720s and 18°.182pt. These components could affect the calculated transition strengths 
(and hence the branching ratios) for transitions to and from these states.
5.3.12 X (E 0 /E 2 ) values
The dimensionless ratio of the EO and E2 reduced transition probabilities X  was defined 
by Rasmussen [Ra68]
where
X(E0/E2]J? ,-m B(E0; J* —* J f )
>' B(E2;J* —> J f )
B(E0;J,+ -> J*) =  p2(E0-,J? J ^ e 2^
(5.14)
(5.15)
For the special case of the Oj —* transition no E2 strength is defined, but a definition
of X often employed is
X (E 0 /E 2 ; 0 ^ 0 r )  = | [ g | ^ | l .  (5.16)
The matrix elements p{E0) were defined by Church and Weneser [Ch56] to be
r 2 1Z
M M )  =< f  I jjg I i >= ( ^ )  < * I 0" I /  > • (5-17)
In previous sections the calculation of the E2 transition strength has been discussed. 
The general form of equation 5.6 can also be used to calculate the EO transition strength, 
given that the diagonal EO matrix elements are related to the quadrupole moment by 
the expression




5e < j  | Qo | j  >2 
12 ZRl
(5.20)
The experimental value of X(E0/E2) can be calculated using the expression [Ku75] 
X(E0/E2) = 2.54 x 109AAI3E*q2{E0/E2)aK(E2)/nK{Zik) (5.21)
with E1 in MeV, fi* an electronic factor tabulated in [Be70] and q(E0/E2)  the E0/E2 
mixing ratio, obtained from the experimental conversion coefficient and E2/M1 mixing 
ratio by [Ku75]
q \E 0 /E 2 )
a*-(expt)(l + 62(E2/Ml) )  — otK(M  1) 
6*(E2/Ml)aK(E2)
In the case where the Ml component is negligible,





The band-mixing models wave functions take a simple form in cases where the only 
important components are those from the g- and d-states, as in the 0+ states. For a 
J f  —► Jj~ transition, the wave functions of the final and initial states are then
\ f  >= - a g \ g > +ad \ d >; | i > = ad \ g > +ag \ d >; a) + a\ -  1. (5.24)
The transition strength between such states can be calculated using equation 5.6, re­
sulting in
yj B(EL\ Ji —► Jf ) = agad(< d \ EL \ d > -  < g | EL \ g >) + (a] -  a2g) < g \ EL \ d >
(5.25)
The same expression is attained by Mach et al. [Ma90], where they consider the special 
case of EO transitions between two mixed 0+ states. Hey de and Meyer [He88, He90] 
also discuss EO strengths with two-state mixing and note that, if the off-diagonal term 
is ignored, the strength depends on the degree of mixing, becoming largest for strong 
mixing. This is obvious from equation 5.25 if the second term is neglected. The 
remaining term is proportional to agad, which is zero if ag = 1 or ad = 1 (pure states) 
and reaches a maximum at ag = ad = l/>/2 (complete mixing). Note that at complete 
mixing the difference ad — a2 is zero and the off-diagonal term in 5.25 has no effect, 
regardless of its magnitude. Conversely, for pure states, the transition strength depends 
entirely on the value of the off-diagonal matrix element.
Some states in the light Pt and Os nuclei, as calculated by the band-mixing models, 
are almost complete mixtures of g- and <f-band intrinsic states. Of course, these states 
are the ones close to the gd band-crossing, the spin of which varies depending of the 
relative energies of the g- and d-bandheads. For 178Pt and 176Os [Ki93], the 0+ and 0j 
states have almost complete mixing, while for other Os isotopes states of higher spin 
may mix almost completely. Due to the absence of gd band crossings in l80,182Pt, no 
state in these isotopes is calculated to mix maximally. Table 5.10 lists the transitions 
between these states, and gives the measured and calculated X(E0/E2) values, where 
the calculations are performed as described above using the wave functions from the 
band mixing models, quadrupole moments calculated from equation 5.4 and off-diagonal 
matrix elements < g \ EL \ d > set to zero.
From table 5.10, it can be seen that the calculated X(E0/E2) are all many times 
greater than the experimental values, with the exception of the value for the 0a —> 0^ 
178Pt. This value is actually a special case; the E2 strength is quite strongly dependent 
on the off-diagonal element < g \ E2 \ d > due to the 2+ state being not as strongly 
mixed as the 0+ states. If this matrix element had a value specified by pgd = —0.3 (see 
previous sections), the calculated X(E0/E2) value would increase to 0.081.
These discrepancies are very hard to explain with the framework of the band-mixing 
models. The E2 and E0 transition strengths are not overly sensitive to small changes in 
the wave functions. The estimates given in figure 5.17 for the amplitude of the second
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Table 5.10: Comparison of experimental and calculated X(E0/E2) values for transitions 
between strongly mixed states a)
Nucleus Transition a 9 ad
X(E0/E2) 
expt calc
1730 s ► 6}- 0.67 0.73 0.058 (14) 0.748
174 Os 2 ^ 2 1 0.72 0.68 0.078 (7) 0.712
1760 s 03 - 0 + 0.74 0.67 0.026 (3) 0.106
2 ^ — 21 0.68 0.73 0.140 (10) 0.745







0.74 0.67 0.037 (10) 0.055
a) Wave function amplitudes and X(E0/E2) values for
1740s, 176Os and 1780s from [KiPC].
7 -band component in the 6j and 6* states of 173Os are small, and K=2 components 
cannot mix into the 0+ states in 1760s and 178Pt. The choice of these transitions has 
been to minimise any effect due to off-diagonal matrix elements.
The problem may be the calculation of absolute E0 values. The overestimation 
of experimental X(E0/E2) values is a general discrepancy of geometric rotational and 
vibrational models, which may indicate a need for a more microscopic approach to their 
calculation [Ku75].
5.4  T h e b an d -m ix in g  m odel in th e  light Os and P t region
In this section, the results of the band-mixing model in 1730s and i76.i78>18°.182pt will 
be compared, along with the results for 174.176.178.180 0s [Ki93], in order to obtain an 
overall outlook. In addition possible causes of the discrepancies between the calculated 
and observed transition strengths will be discussed.
5.4.1 C om parison o f param eters determ ined  for Os and P t iso top es
In addition to 1730s, the band-mixing model has also been applied to other light os­
mium isotopes, where recent work has identified low-lying non-yrast states in the nuclei 
m - 184Os [Ki93]. As in the current study, d- and y-bands were found to have signif­
icantly different deformations. The inertial parameters 5 0 and the interactions Vgd 
obtained for the osmium and platinum nuclei axe compared in figure 5.18, where again 
the values for 176Pt have been determined omitting the 7-band from the model analysis. 
The values of ö 0 for the d-band are almost constant, while the p-band values tend to
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increase smoothly with neutron number in both the osmium and platinum isotopes. 
Also shown in figure 5.18 are the dimensionless softness parameters cr, defined as
a = (2CGq)-1 (5.26)
which characterises the amount of curvature of a VMI band in a plot of vs / ( /  + 1). 
These values are also seen to vary smoothly with N , with the <f-bands being more soft 
than the d-bands. In addition, as a consequence of their lower 5 0, the softnesses of the 
Pt 0-bands are calculated to be larger than softnesses in the Os ^-bands, apart from in 
180Pt and 183Pt, where artificially large C parameters reduce the calculated values.
The interactions Vgd increase with neutron number until N = 102, and are weaker 
for the platinums. It should also be noted that the trend of falling interaction energy 
with increasing Z continues to the even mercury nuclei. There the interaction between 
shape-coexisting states is approximately 80 keV [Di74, Gu81]. Finally, figure 5.18d 
shows the difference in the g- and d-bandhead energies as a function of N . These follow 
the general form discussed by Wood [Wo82], but for Os, minimise at N = 100 rather 
than the neutron mid-shell at N = 104.
5.4 .2  V ibrational bands
The properties of the ^-vibrational’ bands used in the band-mixing models were con­
sistent with their assumed nature. In particular, vibrational bands are expected to have 
the same mean deformation as the intrinsic state upon which they are based. In 173Os, 
the inertial parameters of the 75 band were allowed to vary freely and were found to 
be similar to that of the g-band. Although the inertial parameters of the 7  ^ bands in 
the light Pt isotopes were fixed to those of the d-bands, reasonable reproduction of the 
non-yrast state energies was attained with this constraint. Also, the non-observation 
of excited O3 states near the bandhead energies of the 7-vibrational bands supported 
the K  = 2 assignment.
The existence of low-lying 7ff-bands in Os (7^-bands in Pt) isotopes suggested the 
possibility of 7 -^ (7^-) bands. Such a band has been reported in 184Pt, although no 
detailed analysis has been done. For 1730s and 178-180»182p t ) an estimate showed which 
states would be expected to have significant proportions of these ‘excited 7-bands’ in 
their wave functions. It was shown that many of the yrare state wave functions could 
contain sizable components of such bands and this was suggested as a possible reason 
for the discrepancies in the branching ratio calculations.
5.4 .3  Shape coex isten ce
This chapter has shown how simple band-mixing models can be used to describe the 


























Figure 5.18: Inertial param eters Oo (a), softness a (b), interactions Vgd (c) and the differences in 
bandhead energies Eo(d) — Eo(g) (d) for the g- and d-bands in light Os and P t nuclei, as a function of 
neutron number N.  The values for m >l79'178>180Os are from [Ki93].
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they are easy to interpret and by examining the parameters of the bands the properties 
of the intrinsic states upon which they are built can be inferred.
The band-mixing analysis of 172Os was strongly supportive of the hypothesis of 
two intrinsic shapes with different deformations mixing to produce the low-spin states 
(this is henceforth called the yd-bands hypothesis). The observation of yrare states 
allowed the parameters of the model, originally determined from the yrare states only, 
to be refined. It has been shown that if the yrast and yrare states are to classified 
into rotational bands, their energies cannot be reproduced accurately unless two mixed 
bands axe used and the more excited band is given a moment of inertia significantly 
larger than that of the other band.
A discrepancy in the energy of the 2  ^ state in 172Os was noted and a 7 -vibrational 
(K  = 2) band was included into the model to quantify the the mixing of this band into 
the 2  ^ state. As this is the only state for which significant mixing occurs, omission of 
this band would not affect the parameters determined for the g- and d-bands if the 2j 
energy was also disregarded.
However, in 178.18o»182p t} the situation was seen to be more complicated and the 
inclusion of a vibrational band was necessary. In spite of this complexity, the parameters 
obtained for the g- and d-bands and their interaction (which were allowed to vary freely 
for each isotope) show a smooth variation with N , and follow the same patterns as the 
equivalent parameters in the Os isotopes (as seen in figure 5.18). The analysis supports 
the gd-bands hypothesis in the light Pt isotopes, although the evidence is less clear 
than in the case of 1720 s.
Whether the gd-bands hypothesis can be called ‘shape coexistence’ is questionable 
due to the large interactions determined. It may be that no significant potential barrier 
exists between the two shapes. Aspects of this question will be discussed in the following 
chapter.
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C h apter 6
S h a p e  C o ex is ten ce  a n d  C o llec tive  
M o d e ls
In collective models, shape coexistence is typically portrayed as a potential with mul­
tiple minima; the wave functions of the shape coexisting states are thought of as being 
localised within these minima, as would be the case if the barrier between the minima 
were infinite. However, with a finite barrier, there must be some interaction between 
the states in the two wells. The effects of this interaction and the correspondence be­
tween it and the phenomenological interaction obtained from the band-mixing models 
will be considered in this chapter.
6.1 One-dimensional potential model for shape coexistence
The essential feature of collective models is the reduction of the large number of degrees 
of freedom in a nucleus (6.A in the full phase space) to a much smaller number. That 
this can be done relies on the fact that the most coherent states of multiparticle systems 
are generally the lowest in energy, so low energy states of nuclei can often be described 
as having a collective nature. The following sections describe an extreme application 
of this principle, where only one co-ordinate is used, that of the nuclear deformation. 
The interaction between states of different deformation will be examined in this model.
6.1.1 H arm onic oscillator poten tia l
Before considering shape coexistence, a schematic potential energy of deformation for a 
spherical or deformed nucleus will be examined. The Hamiltonian for deviations from 
equilibrium deformation can be approximated by an harmonic oscillator
B  = \ f  + \ B u \ i  -  f0 (6.1)
where £ is a deformation coordinate (£ may depend on only ß  or 7, or follow some 
path some path in the ß~) plane) and is the conjugate collective momentum. The
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Figure 6.1: Harmonic oscillator potential V(£) = ji?wa(£ — £0)2, showing width of the potential at 
the energy of the first eigenvalue.
equilibrium deformation is at f0-
Figure 6.1 shows the potential energy V(£) = \ B u>2(£ — £0)2- The horizontal and 
vertical scales are determined by the parameters B and u\ the energy of the first eigen­
value at (see, e.g. [Gr89] for the quantum mechanics of the harmonic oscillator) 
gives the vertical scale, while the width of the potential at this energy is 2\ J giving 
the horizontal scale.
6.1 .2  Shape coex isten ce  p oten tia l
Based on the harmonic oscillator approximation, a schematic potential for representing 
shape coexistence can be constructed:
- (s)3 +h* fori < u
 ^ \  LB^ ( (  -  u y  + hdfor £ > £m,
( 6 .2)
where and £* are the deformations at the absolute potential minimum and the 
shape-coexisting minimum. Such a potential has been used to study shape coexistence 
in 184.186-188Hg by Kolb and Wong [Ko75].
As a simplifying approximation, the widths of the two potential wells (i.e. the 
coefficients u)  are assumed to be equal. Also, the inertial parameter B is assumed to 
the same in both wells, i.e. it is constant with respect to the deformation coordinate. 
Such assumptions are not realistic; in particular, the inertial parameter is very probably 
a function of the deformation (the effect of such a dependence has been studied in a 
schematic fashion by Hofmann and Dietrich [Ho71]).
I l l
The solution to the Hamiltonian H = + V(£) is known [Wo69], but reasonably
complex and difficult to evaluate. In the following work, eigenvalues and eigenfunctions 
were determined to an adequate precision using numerical methods.
Depending on the separations 6£ = | £g — £d | and 6h =| hg -  hd |, equation 6.2 
can describe either two wells separated by a barrier, or a ‘shoulder’ on the side of the 
primary minimum. In both cases the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions will be perturbed 
from the individual harmonic oscillator values. This perturbation becomes very small 
for the low-lying states if the two potential wells are isolated, i.e. 6£ >- 2 ^ /^ -. As the 
separation between the potential wells decreases, the perturbation increases (i.e. the 
energy separation between the two lowest states increases) until, at = 0, the energy 
difference becomes fiu as the potential is now that of a single harmonic oscillator. This 
effect is shown in figure 6.2.
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6.1 .3  R elationsh ip  to  the band-m ixing m odel
The perturbation of the two lowest states of the potential 6.2 can be expressed as an 
interaction between two unperturbed states. This can be related to the interaction Vgd 
in the gd band-mixing model, where the wave functions are assumed to be of the form
*i(0 = + “*M()
’t'j(f) = a d 4 > , { ( )  -  “S<M£)>
(6.3)
where (pg(£) and <t>d(£) are less-deformed and more-deformed intrinsic states respectively. 
To extract Vgd the wave functions of the double-minimum potential must be mapped 
to the forms above; hence appropriate forms for <t>g(£) and 4>d(£) must be chosen.
The natural choices are the ground state solutions to the harmonic oscillator po­
tentials
K tf)  = + h,
vjx) = \ bu\ z -  (dy + hd,
(6.4)
(6.5)
centered at £g and £d (for 4>g(£) and <£«*(£) respectively). The values of hg and hd can 
be chosen so that the energies Ed and Eg of the ground states of equations 6.4 and 6.5 
are those of the unperturbed states in the band-mixing model. The ground state wave 
functions are given by
w o = ( Ä ) 1/4*xp‘ * '“<‘' WV*
( 6 .6)
where i = g,d. An approximation of the two lowest solutions to the double oscillator 
wave functions can then be made by numerically evaluating values of ag and ad. This 
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Figure 6.2: Evolution of the first and second eigenvalues of the double-minimum potential, as the 
separation of the wells increases. The potential difference between the wells is ft.uz/2, and the upper 
part of the figure shows representations of the potential at selected separations.
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Figure 6 .3 : The lower part of the figure shows the two wave functions th a t represent the intrinsic 
sta te  at each of the two deformations. The upper part of the figure illustrates the linear com binations 
th a t are approxim ations to the lowest two eigenfunctions of the double minimum potential.
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These equations can be solved to give the interaction in terms of the perturbed energies 
and unperturbed state amplitudes,
Vgd a g a d
a] + a2d
{E2 ~ E,)
a g a d ( E 2  —  E i ) . (6.9)
6.2 Calculations using the one-dimensional potential
To illustrate these ideas, energies and wave functions have been calculated from a set 
of potentials of the form of equation 6.2. Two dimensionless parameters are used to 
specify the shape of a potential; specifies the well separation as a fraction
of the harmonic oscillator width at Tl u j, and 6 h / h c j  specifies the difference in the min­
imum energy between the two wells as a fraction of the oscillator quanta energy. The 
calculations have been made for 0.75 < <5d/2^/^ < 3.00 and 0.0 < 6h/hw < 1.0, with 
energies and eigenfunctions of the two lowest states of the potential being determined 
numerically. In addition, the values ag and ad were determined by fitting the linear 
combinations given in equation 6.3 to the calculated eigenfunctions.
In all cases, the two-state approximation of equation 6.3 gives a good representation 
of the lowest wave function, ^ i .  It may not be a good approximation to ^ 2, particularly 
when the separation between the wells is small or the potential difference between 
the well minima is comparable to the oscillator quanta energy, hu. To indicate the 
goodness of the approximation, the deviation of ^  from the numerically determined 
wave function was quantified as
6$ = / ( » * , ( ( ) - * ,({ ))’ « (6.10)H m »’#
and this is plotted as a function of the well separation and potential difference in 
figure 6.4.
6.2.1 T h e  in teraction  Vgd
From the discussion above, it can be seen that | Eg — Ed | = | + hg) — -f hd) |=
Shj hence 6h is the energy difference of the unperturbed states in the band-mixing 
model. This is different for each value of spin.
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85 '  2/S
Figure 6.4: Contour plot of 54^  (see text) as a function of the two potential parameters. The 
approximation of equation 6.3 is best in regions where 64? is low. The points marked as 1 and 2 on the 
diagram, and the line between them, refer to possible potentials for 172Os discussed in the text and 
shown in following figures.
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Figure 6.5: Contour plot of the interaction Vgd as given by equation 6.9.
The interaction Vgd (in units of hu) is shown in figure 6.5. It can be seen that Vg<i is 
independent of 6h, but changes with 61". The independence of Vgd on 6h corresponds to 
the spin-independent interaction used in the band-mixing model, while the dependence 
on 6£ shows that the constant interaction used is indicative of a static deformation 
difference between the g and d intrinsic states.
6.2 .2  A p p lication  to 172Os
The results of the band-mixing analysis of chapter 5 for 173Os can be used to make 
inferences about the ground state potential parameters. In this case 6h is the difference 
of the g and d bandhead energies, and as E0(d) -  E0(g) ~  580 keV and Vgd «  250 keV, 
this yields the dimensionless value 6h/Vgd «  2.3, and a possible set of potentials shown 
by the heavy line in figure 6.5.
If assumptions are made about the limits of the magnitude of the oscillator quanta, 
the possible potential shapes can be localised further. Vibrational states in this mass 
region are expected to occur at energies of the order 1 MeV, so if hu is between 1
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Figure 6.6: Potential and wave functions at point 1 on figures 6.4 and 6.5. Wave functions drawn with 
solid lines are numerically determined solutions to the potential shown, while dotted wave functions 
are the best approximation using the linear combination 6.3, as given at the right of the figure.
and 2 MeV, Sh/hu  will be between 0.58 and 0.29, values marked on the figure. The 
corresponding potential shapes are shown in figures 6.6 and 6.7.
6 .2 .3  V ibrational sta te  m ixing
It should be noted that at point 1 on figure 6.4, Sip is 0.4, indicating a significant 
deviation of the numerical wave functions from the wave functions of equation 6.3. 
The deviation is clearly visible in the yrare wave function shown in figure 6.6. This 
can be partially accounted for by adding a third component; specifically a vibrational 
state corresponding to vibrations about the absolute minimum. This component can 
be represented by a harmonic oscillator wave function, and the resulting wave function 
with the vibrational state included is shown in figure 6.8. The improvement in the 
approximation of the wave function of the excited state is evident.
The mixing in the example shown in figure 6.8 is not treated correctly, as the 
wave function components should be obtained from a 3 X 3 matrix diagonalization. 
The example merely illustrates that if u> is comparable to the excited state energies, 
significant mixing of intrinsic vibrations must be expected in the yrare states.
The band-mixing models have included admixtures of 7-vibrational states in the 
yrare states, but this example for the 0+ states requires /3-vibrational components to 
be used. Actually, as a realistic potential surface will have at least two dimensions, the 
effect of mixing of vibrational states can not be evaluated in a quantative manner with 
our one-dimensional surface. It is expected that both ß- and 7-vibrational components 
may mix into the low-lying states.
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Figure 6.7: Potential and wave functions at point 2 on figures 6.4 and 6.5. Wave functions drawn with 
solid lines are numerically determined solutions to the potential shown, while dotted wave functions 






Figure 6.8: Illustrating how the inclusion of a vibrational state improves the wave function approx­
imation for the yrare state. The dashed line is the sum of three components, ag<fig +  +  avib<l>vib
(these components are shown above the potential), while the solid line is the numerical solution to the 
given potential. This figure should be compared with figure 6.6.
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6.3  F urther stu d ies using co llective  m odels
This section will briefly describe a much more complicated collective model, where a 
general and solvable two-dimensional potential is constructed. Although no calculations 
have been done, an outline of how this model could be used to further study shape 
coexistence, in the spirit of the analysis given above, is discussed.
6.3.1 T h e  general co llective m odel
The General Collective Model of Gneuss and Greiner [Gn69, Gn71, Ei87] is a method 
that allows the study of the nuclear potential of deformation and the states derived from 
the potential in the two-dimensional ß'y plane. The originators of this model considered 
the possible form of the potential surface as a function of ß and 7 and arrived at a 
parameterization
V(ß.-r) = C ,[a x a]l°l +  C3[[a x a]N x a]l°>
+  C4([a X a]t°l)J +  Cs[[a X a]M X a ]1®1 [a X a]™
+ C6([[a X a p  X a]I°')2 +  D ,([a X a p ) 3, (6.11)
where a  is a tensor representing the quadrupole deformation, and C2...6 and D6 are 
the parameters of the potential. The kinetic energy is also parameterised by the two 
lowest-order terms proportional to the square of the conjugate momenta, yielding two 
additional parameters for the model, B2 and P3.
Equation 6.11 can be expressed in the intrinsic system as a function of ß and 7 . 
The form is:
V ( ß , i )  = C2- ^ ß * - C 3 ^ ß 3 cos 37 + C, i/34
-  cos37 +  c 6JL^6 cos’ 37 +  £>6_ i_ /3 6 (6 .12)
and this can describe a variety of potential surfaces appropriate for vibrational and ro­
tational nuclei, for instance. However, it is not possible to create potentials appropriate 
for shape coexistence using this potential, as only a single minimum in V (ß i'y) can be 
formed.
In later work, Hess et al. [He80, He81] expanded the potential (although somewhat 
arbitrarily) to include additional terms and describe a greater variety of surfaces. Their 
potential was
V ( ß , i )  = ^ 2  VPfiß p(cos 37)M, 2 < p < 10,0 < p < 4. (6.13)
p , p
Equation 6.13 includes equation 6.12 when the appropriate coefficient are zero. In 
practice, not all of the terms of equation 6.13 are used. Hess et al. also included an 
inertial term P4 in addition to the two of the Gneuss-Greiner model.
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Diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H = T  + V  is done in the five-dimensional 
harmonic oscillator basis, as in this basis, the matrix elements for all of the required 
operators are known analytically [He80]. Nevertheless, the basis wave functions can 
become rather complicated for I  /  0.
6.3.2 U se  o f th e general co llective m odel
The general collective model could be used to study shape coexistence in a manner 
similar to that employed with the one dimensional model in section 6.1. Trial potential 
surfaces could be constructed with shape coexisting minimum, and the state energies 
and eigenfunctions determined by diagonalization. The eigenfunctions obtained from 
this procedure could be approximated by a linear combination of two basis functions, 
each representing a state localised in one of the minima (as in equation 6.3). This would 
allow the ‘interaction’ between the basis states to be determined. Possibly, the effect of 
both ‘/3’- and ‘7’- vibrational states could be studied by constructing appropriate basis 
functions.
In practice, such calculations are much more difficult to perform than those in the 
one-dimensioned case, mainly due to the complexity of the wave functions involved. 
The GCM potential also has many more parameters (especially when multiple minima 
are used) and this would make the results difficult to interpret. Nevertheless, as in 
the one-dimensional case, the basic procedure of decomposing the wave function into 
separate components would provide useful insight into why the simple band-mixing 
approach appears to work so well.
6.4 Summary
The one-dimensional potential model treated in section 6.1 has illustrated a number of 
aspects of the relationship between band-mixing models and shape coexistence. The 
model used two parameters to describe the potential, and related the difference of the 
bandhead energies of the band-mixing models to the difference in potential well height 
for the two deformations. As shown for 1720s, knowledge of the interaction strength 
allowed a set of possible potentials, and this set could be delimited by the assumption 
of reasonable limits for the vibrational quanta energy. For 1720s, the possible potential 
barrier between the shape coexisting minima ranged from a small value to a large one, 
showing that the large interaction does not necessarily preclude a sizable barrier.
The interaction between bands of different deformation was assumed not to vary 
with spin in the band-mixing models. Some justification for this was found in the one­
dimensional potential study, where this constant interaction was seen to correspond to 
a constant separation of the potential wells, and to be irrespective of the difference in 
the minimum potential heights.
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The potential model showed that substantial mixing of vibrational states is to be 
expected in certain cases. Although 7-vibrational states are included as components in 
the band-mixing models, ß -vibrational components may also be important if potential 
is not too stiff in the /3-direction (i.e. if the barrier between coexisting shapes is not 
large). However, without further and more complex calculations and more experimental 
information on such states, it is difficult to evaluate such effects.
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C hapter 7
P oten tia l energy surface 
calculations
The focus of this thesis is on using phenomenological models, which have highlighted 
collective aspects of the structure. However, a number of methods exist by which 
the structure can be calculated in a microscopic way, using the deformed shell model 
pioneered by Nilsson [Ni55] as a starting point. The results of such calculations are often 
presented as potential energy surfaces with respect to the deformation coordinates.
Some calculations of the potential energy surfaces of the even-even platinum nuclei 
have been published. In this chapter the Potential energy surface (PES) calculations 
of Bengtsson et al. [Be86, Be87] are examined and compared with the results of the 
band-mixing analysis. Dynamic deformation model (DDM) calculations by Veskovic et 
al. [Ve87] will also be briefly commented upon.
7.1 PES calculations
In two letters [Be86, Be87], Bengtsson et al. have shown calculated ground state po­
tential energy surfaces for 176Pt, 178Pt, 180Pt, 184Pt, 188Pt and 192Pt. These surfaces 
are reproduced in figure 7.1. The calculations employed a Woods-Saxon single-particle 
potential and the Strutinsky renormalisation procedure, with pairing correlations con­
sidered also. Details of these aspects of the calculations can be found in [Na85].
Distinct prolate and (less-deformed) oblate minima are seen for 184Pt and 182»186p t 
[Be87], although these minima are very shallow. In 176Pt, the lowest minimum is triaxial 
at 7 «  30° and ß2 «  0.15, but the surface is rather flat along the prolate axis from 
ß2 «  0.10 to ß2 ~  0.25. At 7 = 0°,/3 = 0.20 the potential is only «  200 keV above the 
minimum.
The surface of 178Pt shows a rather extended minimum, covering both the positions 
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Figure 7.1: Total po ten tia l energy surfaces for I w =  0+ calculated by Bengsston et. al. [Be86, Be87] 
for P t isotopes. At each point the energy is minimised with respect to the  hexadecapole deformation 
ß \ .  The spacing between contour lines is 100 keV.
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V (d) -V (g)
Figure 7.2: Comparison of potential energy differences between more-deformed and less-deformed 
shapes (see text), as determined from PES calculations [Be86, Be87], and differences in d— and 
g —bandhead energies (from chapter 5). No PES has been published for l82Pt.
the prolate axis. The prolate minimum in 180Pt is at ß  «  0.24, and it has a shelf at the 
position of the triaxial minimum in the lighter nuclei. In 188Pt the calculated potential 
is completely 7-soft, although the deformation of the valley tends to be slightly larger 
near the prolate axis. Finally 192Pt shows a single oblate minimum, with a reasonably 
steep slope in the potential towards the prolate axis.
The features evident in the lighter isotopes are qualitatively consistent with the 
results of the band-mixing analysis in chapter 5. If the less-deformed ( g - ) bandhead 
is associated with deformation of the triaxial minimum in 176Pt (ß2 «  0.15,7 «  30°), 
and the more deformed (d- )  bandhead associated with the minimum in 180Pt (ß2 «  
0.24,7 = 0), the potential energy difference between these points V(d ) — V(g)  can be 
plotted as in figure 7.2. This difference can be compared with the difference of the 
bandhead energies from chapter 5, E0(d) -  E0(g)} also shown in figure 7.2.
Although the agreement seen in figure 7.2 appears to be rather good for 176Pt and 
178Pt, this may be coincidental. In [Be87], the calculated prolate-oblate well difference 
for the even-even Hg isotopes 182_188Hg is over 150 keV above the observed 0a energy. 
(The 0+ mixing in Hg is weaker than in Pt, but any such mixing would mean the 
unperturbed 0^ and 0* states are closer, corresponding to discrepancy of greater than 
that obtained from using the unperturbed 0a energy). As the same procedures were 
used, there appears to be no reason why a comparable uncertainty in the well depths 
should not be present in the Pt calculations.
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The variation of the deformation ß2 with mass number can also be compared. For 
the more-deformed point, defined above, it is difficult to accurately determine ß2 for 
176Pt and 178Pt, as in 176Pt it does not correspond to a minimum along the ß2 axis, 
while for 178Pt the minimum is extended. However, if the deformation of the less- 
deformed well is taken to be the minimum ß2 along a cut at 7 = 30°, narrowly defined 
values of ß2 = 0.15, 0.16 and 0.17 are obtained for 176Pt, 178Pt and 180Pt respectively. 
The values inferred from the VMI parameter 5 0(<7) in chapter 5 are 0.13, 0.14 and 0.15 
respectively (see table 5.8). Although there are small differences in the absolute values 
obtained from the potential surfaces and the band-mixing analysis, the trend of the 
deformation increasing with mass is in agreement.
Finally, the triaxiality calculated for the minimum in 176Pt shall be considered. In 
their discussion, Bengtsson et al. imply that the (/32,7) position of a minimum in the 
potential energy surface corresponds to the ground state deformation of a nucleus. As 
has been pointed out by Kumar [Ku84], this is a dangerous assumption to make, as the 
minimum may not be stable against dynamic effects.
In the case of the light Pt isotopes, the zero-point energy can be estimated to be 
at least where is the vibrational energy associated with a 7 vibration. From
the band-mixing results, the bandhead energy of 7-vibrational bands is «  800 keV, 
giving «  400 keV for the zero-point energy. This is large enough for the ground state 
wave functions to extend over all values of 7 for 176-178>180p t (the surface for 182Pt is 
expected to have similar softness).
It could be argued that this softness would cause any effect of 7-deformation to be 
‘washed out’. However, it should be noted that the same argument could be applied to 
to deformation in the ß2 direction where, although the wave functions do not extend 
over all ß2) the zero-point energy is enough to allow them significant amplitude over 
the entire range ß2 = 0.12 — 0.25. The band mixing analysis (chapter 5) and schematic 
potential energy calculations (chapter 6) have shown that it is still possible to decouple 
individual ß2 deformations in this situation, so the question arises as to whether the 
triaxiality predicted in 176Pt is observable.
However, signatures of triaxiality are more subtle than those of ß2 deformation 
[DÖ88]. Possibly, more accurate experimental values for the transition strengths are 
required for a serious investigation of this question.
7.2 DDM  calculations
The dynamic deformation model of Kumar and collaborators [Ku84] is a prescription 
for obtaining the Schrödinger equation, as a function of deformation, from microscopic 
theory. As such, it includes dynamic effects not evident from potential energy surfaces 
(such as those described above) through inertial parameters that depend on the defor-
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mation coordinates. In his book [Ku84], Kumar describes in detail the calculation of 
both the potential energy function V'(a) and the inertial functions where a  is
a set of collective variables.
The dynamic deformation model has been applied to the light even Pt nuclei 174Pt to 
183Pt by Veskovic et al. [Ve87]. Unfortunately, they show only the calculated potential 
energy functions and not the inertial functions or the wave functions resulting from the 
solution of the Schrödinger equation. These potentials are reproduced in figure 7.3 and 
should be compared with figure 7.1 for 176.178.180pt. Although the detail in figure 7.3 is 
not as fine (the drawn contour steps are one MeV compared to 100 keV for figure 7.1), 
significant differences can be seen between the potentials in each case, at some points 
on the surfaces amounting to several hundred keV. In particular, the potential at ß = 0 
is < 1 MeV for 176Pt and > 2 MeV for 178Pt, both in contrast to the PES calculations 
in figure 7.1.
Although the surfaces are in some quantative disagreement, there is one important 
feature which is similar on both the DDM and PES model surfaces. The region of the 
potential along the prolate axis (7 = 0) less than 1 MeV extends over approximately the 
same values of ß for 176.178.180p tJ while along the oblate axis the extent of the potential 
below 1 MeV is progressively reduced. In terms of the more- and less-deformed wells 
described in section 7.1, this corresponds to the relative rise of the less-deformed (oblate 
or triaxial) well from A = 176 to A = 180.
Veskovic et al. [Ve87] interpret the DDM potential energy surfaces as evidence that 
the structure of the light Pt isotopes, and especially 176Pt, can be explained as due 
to extreme softness to deformation. Although the Pt isotopes are certainly very soft, 
chapter 6 has shown that this does not preclude an explanation in terms of the mixing 
of states of different deformation (although the additional mixing of vibrational states 
is likely to be necessary).
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Figure 7.3: Potential energy surfaces obtained with the dynam ic deformation model for light even 
P t nuclei. Both contour and isometric plots are shown for each nucleus, and the contours are 1 MeV 




8.1 M ain conclusions from  th is  work
T he energies of y rast and non-yrast s ta tes  in 173Os, 178P t ,  180P t and  183P t 
are  consistent w ith th e  <?d-bands hypothesis. In 1730s, the energies of the yrast 
and yrare states with I  < 12h are well described by the mixing of only the g- and d- 
bands, with the exception of the 2j state. In the Pt isotopes, the introduction of a 
7-vibrational band is necessary to satisfactorily reproduce the energies of the non-yrast 
states. In all cases, the difference in the moments of inertia of the g- and d-bands arises 
naturally from the data without any initial prejudice in the fitting procedure used.
T he p aram eters  of th e  band-m ixing models show sm ooth varia tion  w ith  N  
and Z. The trends of the moments of inertia for the <?-band reflect the expected 
change of deformation with N  and Z, while the d- band appears to have a rather 
constant moment of inertia. That the interaction Vgd gets stronger with decreasing Z 
(and, apart from a decrease from 1780s to 1800s, with increasing N ) is a consequence 
of the difference in deformation between the g- and d- states becoming smaller. The 
trends in the difference of the bandhead energies E0(d) -  E0(g) with N  are similar to 
those described by Wood, but minimising before the neutron mid-shell.
T he y ras t tran s itio n  s tren g th s  are in pa rtia l agreem ent w ith  those  p red icted  
by th e  band-m ixing models. This is a crucial test of the ^d-bands hypothesis, as 
the yrast states of all the nuclei studied are calculated to compose of mixtures of only g- 
and d-states. However, the test is not definitive due to ambiguities in the calculation of 
intrinsic quadrupole moments and the unknown off-diagonal quadrupole matrix element 
connecting the g- and d-states.
T he wave functions of non-yrast s ta tes  m ay be m ore com plex th a n  those 
p red ic ted  by th e  band-m ixing models used. In addition to the 7-vibrational 
bands included in the band mixing models, components of an excited K  — 2 band
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may have significant amplitudes in some of the non-yrast states, rendering the present 
calculated wave functions inaccurate. The discussion of section 6.2.3 also raises the 
possibility of additional components from K — 0 /3-vibrational bands.
W ith  a sim ple m odel po ten tia l, the  sp in-independent in teraction  in the  
band-m ixing models is the  result of a s ta tic  deform ation difference betw een 
th e  p o ten tia l wells. A spin dependent form of the interaction Vgdt as described in 
section 5.1.4, does not give results that agree with experiment as well as when a spin- 
independent interaction is used. Why the constant interaction works so well is a puzzle, 
which is only partially justified by the discussion in chapter 6. There, the simple model 
does not take into account any effects that nuclear rotation might have on the shape of 
the potential, other than a change in the potential energy difference between the two 
wells.
T he m odels are  in qualita tive  agreem ent w ith  m icroscopic p o ten tia l surface 
calculations for the  light P t isotopes. PES calculations can be interpreted as being 
a sum of two potential wells, the more deformed of which becomes progressively deeper 
from 176Pt to 180Pt, showing a correspondence with the difference of the bandhead 
energies obtained from the band-mixing models. The deformation of the less-deformed 
well increases slightly over the same range of nuclei, also as given by the band-mixing 
results. No calculations have predicted shape coexistence to occur in 1720s.
8.2 Concluding com ments
The band mixing models, as applied to the light Pt and Os nuclei, axe compelling in 
their simplicity. The results provide a detailed, but non-microscopic, interpretation 
of the nuclear structure in the region. The results for 1720s axe particularly cleax 
and provide a convincing illustration of the mixing of two different deformations. The 
results for the Pt isotopes are somewhat less convincing, due to the vibrational mixing 
in the non-yrast states, but the systematic variation of the model parameters with 
neutron number is in favour of the band-mixing interpretation.
Nevertheless, the models face problems in their predictions for relative transition 
strengths, which are always a sensitive test of the validity of wave functions. Such 
problems can be explained by the mixing of an another K  = 2 vibrational mode, 
as hypothesized in chapter 5, however no mention has been made of K  = 0 (beta) 
vibrations. It may be that components of such vibrations are also present in the wave 
functions of the low-lying states, as the calculated potential energy surfaces for the Pt 
isotopes show some degree of softness in the ß direction. Experimentally, a O3 state is 
observed in 180Pt and a candidate for such a state is observed in 182Pt; these may be 
the most excited state of a mixture of g, d and /3-vibrational intrinsic states.
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It may be unproductive to extend the band-mixing model to include these addi­
tional vibrational states and it is certainly not justified by the present experimental 
information. Also, as the highest states predicted by such mixing may be above the 
pairing gap, they would be difficult to identify, even assuming they did not mix with 
quasiparticle excitations.
Perhaps a more useful approach lies in the experimental determination of absolute 
transition strengths. For the non-yrast states, this poses a considerable experimental 
challenge. Although lifetimes have been measured for the yrast states, they are not in 
clear agreement or disagreement with the predictions of the model. As the yrast states 
are predicted to comprise almost entirely of a mixture of g- and d-band states, with 
no significant vibrational mixing, the wave functions are expected to be accurate if the 
model is correct. More precise measurements of the lifetimes of these states may be 
essential for the further investigation of shape coexistence in these nuclei.
Finally, the failure to observe non-yrast states in 176Pt is a point worthy of further 
pursuit. In particular, it is not clear why the Oj state known from a-decay was not 
observed in the current experiment. As this state decays primarily by an EO transition, 
experiments using high-efficiency electron techniques may be appropriate and are under 
consideration. It should be recalled that the observation of low-spin anomalies in the 
moment of inertia of 176Pt led to some of the first discussions of shape coexistence in 
the Pt isotopes. It seems that, although the evidence for shape coexistence in this 
region is now quite persuasive, 176Pt remains somewhat enigmatic.
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